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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but
rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for
whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and
arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not
as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against
surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his
devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and
pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and
will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 94:16&20: "Who will rise up for me against the evildoers? or who will stand up for me
against the workers of iniquity?…Shall the throne of iniquity have fellowship with thee, which
frameth mischief by a law?"
I Chronicles 12:32: "And of the children of Issachar, which were men that had understanding
of the times, to know what Israel ought to do; the heads of them were two hundred; and all
their brethren were at their commandment."

I Corinthians 16:13: "Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like men, be strong."
I Thessalonians 5:6: "Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch and be sober."
Border Meltdown--Obama Delivers 290,000 Illegals to U.S. Homes
The people coming into our country are not merely the children or the poor seeking a better
life….They are the cartel gang members, foreign terrorists, drug smugglers. They have taken
over ranches on the border, national parks on the border, and our federal agents are
treasonously following the president by allowing it. The children are merely a smokescreen
and we are falling for it, because it is easier than believing what we are seeing.
As they enter, these uninvited invaders are bringing with them diseases that were wiped out here in
the United States. OUR children are now at risk! They are coming into a country which has no
money, but is borrowing it all from China. We have minimal jobs. Approximately one third of
all Americans are currently unemployed and no longer seeking employment. Who is
supporting the illegals? The remainder of the working class. We will also be told to support
these latest arrivals. I remember when Cuba emptied their insane asylums prisons and sent
them to Florida. Is the same thing happening now? Are they getting rid of their unwanted?
Absolutely! The states receive no to minimal money from the federal government to house
and care for these intruders. They must subsidize it themselves. That is YOU folks-This is
why the tax rates will skyrocket! The feds aren’t even telling us any longer WHERE they are
dropping off these freeloaders. Make no mistake, they are coming in with nothing, no skills,
no English language, no ability to find work.
The vast majority of 50,000 unaccompanied youths and children who have illegally crossed
the Texas border during the last few months have been successfully delivered by federal
agencies to their relatives living in the United States, according to a New York Times article.
A second New York Times article report revealed that officials have caught an additional
240,000 Central American migrants since April, and are transporting many of them to their
destinations throughout the United States.
The 290,000 illegals — so far — are exploiting legal loopholes that allow them to get temporary
permits to stay in the United States.
Experts say that President Barack Obama’s administration has failed to close the loopholes
and is unlikely to deport more than a small percentage of the illegals, despite the high
unemployment rates among American Latino, African-American and white youths, and the
strapped budgets of many cities and towns.
The president’s policy has caused protests by frightened citizens in towns such as Murrieta. But
Obama’s allies — such as La Raza, an ethnic lobby for Latinos — are eager to escalate the
conflict and to paint the protestors as racists. Those protests may escalate before the
November elections.
The Central American parents of the 50,000 youths and children are using a 2008 law to
ensure their children are transported to them for free by a relay of border patrol and
Department of Health and Human Services officials. The youths are delivered to the border
patrol by smugglers, dubbed coyotes, in exchange for several thousand dollars.
The new data was included in the 19th paragraph of a 20-paragraph July 3 article.
Top immigration officials choose to not check if the relatives or parents who pick up the
children are in the country legally.
Both New York Times articles described the border-crossing illegal aliens as “immigrants.” In
fact, “immigrants” is the term for people who legally migrate into the United States.
The 240,000 strong-group largely consists of many mothers and young children, most of
whom are now being flown and bussed to destinations near where they wish to settle. That
new 240,000 number was included in the seventh paragraph of a 24-paragraph article.
Few of the illegal immigrants are high-school graduates, or have skills that would allow them
to earn more than they cost to federal, state and local taxpayers.

http://dailycaller.com/2014/07/05/border-meltdown-obama-delivering-290000-illegals-to-u-shomes/?print=1
The Illegal Invasion from Ground Zero
Reporter Jon Bowne investigates the threat of widespread livestock and human disease that
is gripping south Texas. As the Obama Administration turns a blind eye towards the imminent
threat facing taxpaying Americans, heedful ranch owners have issued a blunt warning for the
rest of the United States currently being forced to harbor illegals in their communities.
Dr. Michael and Linda Vickers are the founders of Texas Border Volunteers, an organization
based in Fallfurias, Texas that assists Border Patrol by serving as observers and reporting
illegal activity. Their everyday life and death struggle should serve as a palpable forewarning
of the disease, violence and economic impact of the deluge of illegal aliens surging into main
street America.
Play to 8:05: http://youtu.be/dMREFxPwoaU
Savage: Media 'hiding' illegal-alien disease threat--'I am not a racist. I am not an alarmist. I am
an epidemiologist'
Play whole audio at: http://www.wnd.com/2014/07/savage-media-hiding-illegal-alien-diseasethreat/
ALERT! Feds Bringing In Riot Squads to Battle Protesters of Illegal Immigration!
As illegal immigrants continue to spill across the U.S.-Mexico border, federal authorities are
attempting to relocate the migrants from South Texas to housing facilities in states across the
nation. One such facility is located in Murrieta, California, where a large group of protesters
recently blocked a bus full of migrants from arriving. The protesters remain there, adamant
that illegal immigrants don't get dumped in their town. But soon the concerned citizens may
be forced to step down--Breitbart Texas has learned that federal agents plan to arrive in
Murrieta on Monday with riot gear to ensure that another busload makes it to the housing
facility.
Jeremy Oliver, a resident of Temecula, California--a town that neighbors Murrieta--told
Breitbart Texas that local police officers warned the protesters that "it's going to get ugly."
Oliver said, "The feds are p****** that they haven't been able to use this facility. Officers out
there warned people that federal agents will be in Murrieta on Monday--they are going to get
the next bus through no matter what. Riot gear and shields will be used to push the crowd
back."
John Henry, a Murrieta resident since 1991, was told the same thing by local officers.
"We're being told that federal Marshals or ICE will be here in the next few days and that they
are bringing riot gear," Henry said. "They're apparently going to be blocking off the street with
concrete blockades so that no vehicles can get through. The River County
Sheriff's Department showed up last night and brought a huge watch tower that shoots up into
the air 35 feet."
On Friday, six protesters were arrested in Murrieta. One was apprehended for crossing "the
yellow tape that blocked protesters from the Border Patrol station entrance," according
to USA Today.
Henry expressed frustration at the fact that the illegal immigrants are being "rewarded" for
breaking the law--after illegally crossing the border, they receive a slew of taxpayer subsidized
benefits like housing, food, education, vocational training, and legal counsel. Most are then
released onto U.S. soil.
When U.S. citizens break the law, on the other hand, they pay the price. "If any one of us were
to roll through a stop sign, we'd be pulled over and ticketed," Henry noted.
http://www.breitbart.com/Breitbart-Te...
Play to 1:45 & 1:47-3:53 http://youtu.be/735Apd8q_V4

Mexican Flag-Wearing La Raza Militants Arrive in Murrieta
July 7, 2014--An image posted by an activist who is protesting against the arrival of illegal
immigrants in the flash point town of Murrieta shows the arrival of La Raza militants adorned
with the Mexican flag.
According to Eric Odom, the La Raza members told him they were there to “protect the
children.”
As we reported earlier, those arrested for instigating violence against both anti-illegal
immigration activists and police on July 4 were all pro-amnesty agitators who described
themselves as “anarchist-communist.”
Despite the fact that the unrest was caused by proillegal groups, the federal riot police now arriving in
the town have been sent ostensibly to deal with antiimmigration demonstrators.
The arrival of La Raza members is only likely to
enflame tensions given the organization’s radical
outlook, which has been attacked by critics as
divisive and racist.
La Raza, which literally translates as “the race,” has
been connected to the Chicano Student Movement of
Aztlan (MEChA), an extremist Mexican race hate
group which firmly believes in exploiting illegal
immigration to bring about ‘La Reconquista’, a
violent overthrow of the southern U.S. states that would be absorbed into Greater Mexico.
As Breitbart reported, La Raza activists were also out in force at a town hall meeting last week
in Murrieta, chanting “Viva La Raza!” through a bullhorn. http://www.infowars.com/mexicanflag-wearing-la-raza-militants-arrive-in-murrieta/
Texas Judge Clay Jenkins: We’re Not Going to Tolerate 1st Amendment Protests Against
Illegals
Now news is breaking that Dallas County Judge Clay Jenkins has gone door-to-door, to some
300 residences, to warn of what is coming to their neighborhood and to a school in Grand
Prairie. He is making it clear that no one will be stopping buses without law enforcement
stepping in.
Infowars reports:
Dallas County Judge Clay Jenkins went door-to-door in the neighborhood surrounding the
Lamar Alternative Education Center and told residents police plan an extensive presence to
discourage protests.
Residents told CBS 11 News they are disturbed by the prospect of protests like the one at the
Murrieta Border Patrol station in California.
"I live right here so I don't want to look out the back window and see people protesting every
day," said Nathan Smith, who lives adjacent to the school.
Jenkins reassured residents the city will not tolerate a similar situation to the one in California
where demonstrators blocked Homeland Security buses and demanded the federal
government secure the border.
"As long as they make their statement in keeping with the law," Jenkins said. "This is America
and everybody is entitled to an opinion. If they break the law or impede the care of these
children, then we'll enforce the law."
So impeding the buses full of ILLEGAL immigrants is breaking the law?

Yet again, we are seeing a case where the government is not doing its job to uphold the law
and the citizens that are trying to take matters into their own hands are being treated as
criminals.
Or as Harry Reid says so boldy, we are "domestic terrorists."
The rights of non-citizen criminals are being held above the rights of law-abiding citizens.
The immigration laws are intentionally being disregarded. This was a planned crisis.
http://freedomoutpost.com/2014/07/texas-judge-clay-jenkins-not-going-to-tolerate-1stamendment-protests-against-illegals/#ioGkqdjO1RgCJsKy.99
Key Map of Cities Where Obama Is Dumping Thousands of Illegals
http://fellowshipoftheminds.com/2014/...
Play: http://youtu.be/7OoqKQCwuCg
BORDER BREAKDOWN:
'Homeland Security' Not Sure On Deportations...
'We have to do right by the children'...
Border Protection Chief: 'These Are Not Dangerous Individuals'...
PERRY: Obama either 'inept' or doesn't care...
Some push to impeach Obama...
Activist distributes flashlights to border crossers...
SHOCK CLAIM: 300 border agents under investigation for corruption...
City Leaders Shut Out Of Planning To Shelter Illegals...
Agent Contracts Scabies...
Militia group heading to Texas border...
A group that identifies itself as a coalition of “Patriots” has put out a call for people to go to
the Texas-Mexico border and help with a citizen militia operation called “Secure our Border Laredo.”
A spokeswoman for the group, Denice Freeman, said the operation is a call for civilian militia
members — both armed and unarmed — to voluntarily guard private property in the Laredo
area and other Texas locations where owners feel threatened by “drug cartels and from
gangs, particularly the MS-13 gangs,” a Salvadoran-based gang that is considered among the
most dangerous in this country by law enforcement. Freeman said she expected militia
members to become visible in border communities, including the Rio Grande Valley, in the
coming weeks but she wanted to stress that the operation’s commander — Chris Davis — is
warning members against using any violent means.
Mothers crossing at alarming rate...
500 released at bus stations every day with children...
Many schools in Charlotte NC now majority Illegal aliens immigrants...
The creation of an official Charlotte ID card is still only a proposal, but critics are already
lining up, including a national political action group that claims the city’s plan will “aid and
abet illegal immigrants.”
Two immigration reform groups – the national Americans for Legal Immigration PAC and NC
Listen – say they will press North Carolina legislators to stop cities from creating IDs, which
are of most benefit to people who don’t have Social Security numbers.
In Charlotte, that population is made up largely of immigrants of all nationalities who are not
in the country legally!!!!!! They can’t get a Social Security number or apply for a driver’s
license, and they are subject to arrest and deportation.
About a half-dozen U.S. cities have already created municipal IDs, which experts see as a way
of dealing locally with immigration issues that aren’t being solved on a national level.

Charlotte, like many of those other cities, has an immigrant population that is outpacing the
growth rate of both whites and blacks, leading to entire neighborhoods and schools where
foreign-born people are in the majority.
City leaders say that accepting them as residents is a practical matter. However, the ID
proposal remains controversial and critics question whether it’s legal.
“It’s against federal law to aid and abet people in the country illegally and if this isn’t aiding
and abetting, I don’t know what is,” said Ron Woodard of NC Listen.
William Gheen of Americans for Legal Immigration PAC is more blunt. “We will ask the
General Assembly to stop any North Carolina city from helping illegal immigrants,” he said.
Charlotte Mayor Dan Clodfelter met with the city’s Illegal Immigrant Integration Task Force last
month and asked the group to research a city ID program that can be used by all citizens to
access community services.
The task force was created to craft policies that will make Charlotte more welcoming to
immigrants of all nationalities, particularly those interested in starting businesses.
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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but
rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for
whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and
arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not
as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against
surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his
devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and
pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and
will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Battle for humanity nearly lost: The global food supply is deliberately being engineered to end
life, not nourish it
(NaturalNews) After having now analyzed over 1,000 foods, superfoods, vitamins, junk foods
and popular beverages for heavy metals and other substances at the Natural News Forensic
Food Labs, I have arrived at a conclusion so alarming and urgent that it can only be stated
bluntly.
Based on what I am seeing via atomic spectroscopy analysis of all the dietary substances people are
consuming on a daily basis, I must now announce that the battle for humanity is nearly lost. The
food supply appears to be intentionally designed to end human life rather than nourish it.
My lab has uncovered scientific proof that substances are intentionally formulated into dietary
products to drive consumers mentally insane while causing widespread infertility, organ damage
and a loss of any ability to engage in rational, conscious thinking. These toxic substances are being
found across the entire food supply including in conventional foods, organic foods, "natural" products
and dietary supplements.
This goes far beyond the mere contamination of foods with heavy metals -- a subject which is
grave all by itself. Rather, this is about the intentional formulation of toxic substances into

products consumed by the masses on a regular basis.
The result is what you see unfolding around you right now: mass insanity, incredible escalations of
criminality among political operatives, clinical insanity among an increasing number of the populace,
widespread infertility in young couples, skyrocketing rates of kidney failure and dialysis patients, plus
a near total loss of rational thinking among the voting masses.
The effects of this are devastating to human civilization: the collapse of a capable workforce, the rise
of the masses dependent on government for survival, the collapse of free democracies due to the
cognitive retardation of the voting masses, an exploding prison population and the rise of the for-profit
corporate prison systems, and even the near complete collapse of any ability of the news-consuming
public to parse and comprehend even the most basic information such as national debt figures.
The long-term effects of this widespread food poisoning phenomenon will be the utter downfall of
modern human civilization for numerous reasons ranging from economic non-sustainability to
environmental destruction and the global rise of political violence as we are seeing right now in Kiev.
As more and more lab results have been documented here at the Natural News Forensic Food Lab, it
has become increasingly apparent to me that humanity cannot survive the mass engineered
poisoning of the food supply.
You are, of course, being expertly distracted from all this with Powerball jackpots, tabloid
celebrity news, staged political drama and of course the all-time favorite distraction of every
crumbling empire: violent sports.
What I've published so far just barely scratches the surface of what we are finding. Here's an
overview of some of the incredibly shocking findings we have now documented:
• The now-infamous "yoga mat chemical" used by Subway in their breads is also widely used across
the fast-food industry. McDonald's, Chik-Fil-A, Wendy's, Arby's and many other restaurants also use
the chemical azodicarbonamide which is linked to cancer. Importantly, this is not a contaminant. This
is an ingredient which is intentionally added to the recipes in order for the chemical to be
consumed by the masses.
• There is no logical reason why chemicals like azodicarbonamide need to be added to recipes of
fast food breads and buns. The chemical serves no necessary functional or nutritive purpose. It
seems to exists solely for the purpose of delivering the chemical to hundreds of millions of consumers
by blending it into popular fast foods. The sandwiches in which this chemical is found are merely
delivery mechanisms for toxic substances that harm human biology.
• Many mainstream, popular vitamin brands are intentionally spiked with such high levels of copper
that if taken on a daily basis, they will cause mental insanity and psychosis. Some of these vitamin
brands are routinely advertised on television to the mainstream masses, encouraging them to
consume the vitamins, many of which are manufactured by companies owned in full or part by
pharmaceutical interests.
• A popular dietary herb designed to improve brain performance actually contains very high levels of
lead in most products we tested (which were sourced from China). Lead is a toxic heavy metal that
damages brain function. In this way, people who are suffering from early dementia or Alzheimer's are
actually accelerated toward brain destruction via certain herbal supplements which appear designed
to deliver toxic heavy metals to the brain. It was truly shocking to me to discover that "brain
herbs" contain so much lead that they contribute to brain damage.
• At the same time, we found that the very same "brain herb," when grown in the USA, contains
virtually no heavy metals. This is proof that the herb does not "naturally" absorb heavy metals
as if by magic. Interestingly, the highest levels of brain-damaging metals are consistently
found in herbs imported from China. I'm openly asking this question: Is there a covert heavy
metals war being waged against America by China? After all, poisoning the population with heavy
metals is a very effective way to collapse a nation by destroying the sanity and health of its people.
(More on this topic later...)
• Popular children's vitamins sold in nearly every grocery store and pharmacy across America
are especially formulated to be incredibly toxic to developing neurology. The number of
synthetic, toxic chemicals added to nearly every popular brand of children's vitamins is truly

staggering, and many of them seem to be selected for their ability to target and disrupt
neurological function. From a purely scientific point of view, these "vitamins" would honestly
have to be called "poison pills," yet parents are encouraged to feed them to their children
every single day as part of a modern-day health ritual that actually causes long-term harm.
• At our atomic spectroscopy lab, we have confirmed trace levels of aluminum in regular
atmospheric air, confirming the fact that all agricultural soils are being inundated with aluminum
which is literally falling out of the sky. This is not merely aluminum in our laboratory air, as many labs
contain aluminum floors or furniture, causing an unusually high aluminum concentration in laboratory
air. Rather, parts per billion concentrations of aluminum have been measured in regular atmospheric
air sampled far from any building or laboratory. The result of this phenomenon is that aluminum
levels are rising in nearly all soil-grown crops from which everyday food is derived. While
aluminum is far less harmful than lead, cadmium or mercury, the repeated accumulation of aluminum
is believed to be tied to degenerative brain disorders across the population.
• GM corn is engineered to grow a deadly toxin inside each and every grain of corn. This deadly toxin
is then consumed by all the people who unknowingly eat genetically engineered crops via breakfast
cereals, corn tortillas, corn snack chips, etc. This mass poisoning of the population is clearly
intentional, as it is deliberately engineered into the crops which are grown for the sole
purpose of human and animal consumption. This mass poisoning is not accidental, in other
words, and in fact the technology is promoted under the justification that it will "feed the world."
Indeed it will feed the world... poison.
As you can see from these examples, food has become a weapon against humanity. It is the
new vector for a stealth world war against humankind -- a war which is being quietly waged
right this very moment with weapons you would probably find in your own pantry.
Out of World War II and the Nazi era came IG Farben, the chemical-pharma conglomerate which was
later split into three companies, one of which is now known as Bayer, the same company that makes
children's aspirin and various chemicals used throughout the food supply. (Check your history. This is
factual and true.)
World War III appears to already be underway, and it is being waged as a stealth war via the food
supply. The chemicals are very similar to those used in World War I and World War II except that
instead of being deployed on the battle field, today's chemical weapons are deployed via the food
supply and often even listen right on ingredients labels.
Toxic ingredients like sodium nitrite and aspartame are formulated to work at sub-acute levels so
they don't cause people to drop dead right away. Instead, they cause the chronic, long-term
degenerative collapse of body and mind, leaving behind a wake of global cancer, kidney
failure and extreme mental disorders including psychosis. This damage to body and mind, in
turn, destroys economies, education systems, scientific advancement, free democracies and
even cultural integrity.
What the United States Air Force did to Dresden in World War II via high-elevation bombing runs, the
global chemical and food conglomerates are now doing to the world populations via the drive-thru
window. But there are no bombs dropping out of the sky and there are no firestorms lighting up the
cityscape at night. Instead, the silent, ignorant masses are simply marched to their deaths, one meal
at a time, almost like a cargo train full of "useless eaters" clicking and clacking its way to Auschwitz.
On the way to their own deaths, of course, they pay the mandatory tolls to the pharmaceutical
giants, hospitals, cancer clinics, doctors and health insurance mandates. Much like victims of
Nazi genocide had their gold fillings pulled out of their mouths before they were gassed to
death, today's mainstream consumers are emptied of their bank accounts, assets and
insurance policies before finally being discarded by the system.
There are tremendous profits to be made, you see, from first poisoning the masses and then
"treating" them for the side effects of that poisoning. This racket is so massive and so deeply
embedded into our greed-driven culture that very few people even recognize it's happening to
them. But make no mistake: You are not valued by the system for your humanity, your spirit,
your innovation or your imagination. You are only valued for your tax base at first, and then

ultimately your "disease management profits" which enrich global corporations while you are
poked, prodded, dosed, irradiated and drugged to death while the hospital racks up page after
page of medical procedure billings codes which will be covered by Medicare... or Obamacare.
Sound too grim to be true? Let's look at some solutions on the positive side. The way out of all this is
to grow your own food or at least buy as much as you can from local farmers and CSAs. Any food
acquired through mainstream corporate sources is likely to be intentionally engineered, laced and
packaged with incredibly toxic poisons ranging from heavy metals to hormone disrupting packaging
containers. But food grown by honest farmers provides genuine nourishment, not death.
In fact, the future of human civilization almost certainly belongs exclusively to those who either grow
their own food or make arrangements for others to grow it for them. The factory-made food consumed
by the masses is quite truly a poison delivery system that has no purpose other than mass disease,
death and profit.
If you wish to avoid being a victim of this system, you must avoid its products. Stop buying packaged
processed foods. Utterly avoid all processed meats containing sodium nitrite, including bacon, hot
dogs, sausage, ham, deli meats, pepperoni pizza and even beef jerky.
Stop drinking all diet soda, obviously. Aspartame is toxic to biology. All artificial sweeteners have
harmful side effects if consumed in sufficient quantity.
Be skeptical of "natural" products which are heavily processed and refined in some way. Ask
about countries of origin. Check heavy metals lab results to stay informed.
Stop buying superfoods and supplements made in China, the world's most polluted food
producer. The U.S. natural products industry has practically been taken over by China over
the last decade, and much of what you think is safe and organic is actually heavily polluted,
either accidentally or deliberately, in mainland China.
A modern young man growing up today in America and living on processed foods is little
more than a shadow of the strong, vibrant young men who worked the farms just three
generations ago. The vast majority of today's generation of youth is pathetic, weak,
academically inept and heavily pampered with their video game consoles, Ritalin drugs and
air-conditioned schools with a watered-down curriculum. They've been dumbed down,
stripped of nutrients and medicated to the point where literal zombies now walk among us.
In fact, the people all around you are over-medicated, over-fed and at the same time wildly
malnourished. Their brains and bodies are heavily contaminated with destructive chemicals,
heavy metals and synthetic materials. They have lost nearly all high cognitive functions and now
survive on lower brain stem function which explains the radical rise in sex crimes, behavioral
addictions, substance abuse and violent crime across society today. In a very real sense, the daily
consumption of processed food has become a ritual of slow suicide mindlessly repeated
everywhere that factory foods have invaded once-sane societies.
While Republicans blame Democrats, and Democrats blame Republicans, the truth is that they
are all being systematically poisoned and thereby driven to precisely the kind of insanity we see
played out across newspaper headlines and news broadcasts. We are far past the age of
reason in the modern western world, and we will not survive this stealth war that releases
weapons of dietary mass destruction with each tempting bite of seductive food that's engineered
for death instead of life.
This is far beyond any single issue of labeling GMOs, or buying organic or testing foods for
heavy metals. This is about how human civilization is being brought to its knees by one of the
most insidious stealth weapon ever experienced in our collective history: PROCESSED FOOD
laced with toxic substances.
Heed these words or you too shall die a victim of this insidious, deliberate war against life,
health and sanity.
http://www.naturalnews.com/z043995_human_civilization_processed_food_stealth_war.html
White House admits staging fake vaccination operation to gather DNA from the public

(NaturalNews) The White House has officially admitted that fake vaccination programs have been
used by the United States as a cover for covertly stealing DNA samples from the public as part of the
so-called "war on terror." The aim of the scheme, carried out in the Middle East, was to use DNA
analysis to identify suspected terrorists who would then be targeted to be killed by the United States.
As the New York Times reported in 2011, "In the months before Osama bin Laden was
supposedly killed, (Comment: See Osama bin Laden Death Hoax
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBvsn2FZoTM A film looking into Bin Ladens 2011 death
hoax and the evidence to suggest he actually died back in 2001.) the Central Intelligence
Agency ran a phony vaccination program in Abbottabad, Pakistan, as a ruse to obtain DNA
evidence from members of Bin Laden's family thought to be holed up in an expansive
compound there." (1)
This scheme, first unveiled in 2011, is the first time in history that the U.S. government has been
forced to admit using a "public health" activity to secretly and illegally harvest DNA from the public in
an attempt to assassinate one individual.
How exactly could a vaccination program harvest DNA from people? It's a simple matter, really. As
The Guardian explains, "nurses could have been trained to withdraw some blood in the needle after
administrating the drug."
Now the White House says it will no longer use fake vaccination campaigns as a tactic in the
"war on terror." And the people of the world are supposed to automatically trust this promise
even though it comes from the exact same regime that ran the deceptive vaccination
operation in the first place.
But now the backlash against the fake immunization scheme has U.S. officials in a panic. They now
realize they've discredited all trust in western vaccines. After all, if the White House now admits
using fake vaccination ops to coverly gather DNA evidence, what's to stop the U.S. from using fake
vaccination programs to accomplish other nefarious things like injecting people with stealth cancer
viruses?
Oops, that already happened. It happened right here in the United States, in fact, when 98
million Americans were found to have been injected with polio vaccines contaminated with
cancer-causing SV-40 viruses. In order to make sure no one learned about this deadly vaccine
snafu, the CDC quietly removed all accounts of this history from its website.
So it's crystal clear that vaccines have already been used as weapons of war by the United
States. So could the same DNA harvesting be conducted on U.S. soil and aimed at Americans?
Of course it could and already is of the smallest and most helpless among us--Watch:
http://cnn.com/video/?/video/health/2010/02/05/nr.phillips.gov.dna.cnn (To find out how long your
baby's DNA is stored, see this state-by-state list.) Genetic testing for newborns started in the
1960s with testing for diseases. Scientists have heralded this enormous collection of DNA
samples as a "gold mine" for doing research. "This sample population would be virtually
impossible to get otherwise," says Gaviglio, a genetic counselor for the Minnesota Department of
Health.
What can parents do?
In some states, including Minnesota and Texas, the states are required to destroy a baby's DNA
sample if a parent requests it. Parents who want their baby's DNA destroyed are asked to fill
out this form in Minnesota and this form in Texas.
Parents in other states have less recourse, says Therrell, who runs the genetic testing group. "You'd
probably have to write a letter to the state saying, 'Please destroy my sample,'" he says.
He adds, however, that it's not clear whether a state would necessarily obey your wishes. "I
suspect it would be very difficult to get those states to destroy your baby's sample," he says.
Comment: For much more proactive information on this subject watch: Globalist Proclaim
Right to Newborns' Blood for Database http://youtu.be/XOtQoj4Yato & go to:
http://www.cchfreedom.org/
---------------------------------------Back to the main report:

What better way to get millions of people to line up and voluntarily give up DNA samples than
to create (via Biological agents, chemtrails, vaccines, etc.) a "pandemic" and offer a
"lifesaving treatment" in the form of a vaccine?
Most of the masses have already been trained to accept any and all
injections the government wants them to endure, so as long as a DNA
harvesting campaign is framed in the language of "public health,"
resistance will most likely be low unless people are educated on this
information. Americans are still being vaccinated against polio
even though there hasn't been a single case of polio in the USA
for 35 years. To help make sure more people get injected with
medically unnecessary polio vaccines, the W.H.O. recently fabricated
an hysterical tabloid-style "global health emergency" that inferred we
would all die miserable deaths if we didn't immediately rush out to get
injected with more polio vaccines.
Five amazing uses for vaccines (as proven by recent history)
Vaccines do have their uses, ultimately. They're really great at these
five things:
1) Administering mercury to the population
2) Covertly harvesting DNA from the public
3) Providing a cover story for
CIA operations
4) Injecting millions of people
with stealth cancer viruses
5) Training the population to
practice "medical obedience"
But vaccines are really,
really terrible at doing the
thing the one thing they
claim to be all about:
preventing infectious
disease.
It turns out the best
defenses against
infectious disease are:
* Excellent nutrient intake
from a wide variety of
fresh plants
* Good public hygiene and public sanitation systems
* Healthy levels of vitamin C & D-3 across the population
* Regular hand washing by medical staff and patients
* Deliberate exposure to friendly microbes in soils.
* Avoidance of exposure to immunosuppressive substances such as tobacco smoke or heavy
metals
If you'd really like to learn the historical truth about vaccines vs. infectious disease, read this
outstanding book by Dr. Suzanne Humphries entitled Dissolving Illusions: Disease, Vaccines, and
The Forgotten History.
Her website also features a huge collection of eye-opening graphs citing scientific evidence that
completely contradicts the false vaccination narrative currently being pushed by the U.S. government.
Example: This graph shows how measles was already virtually eradicated even before the
introduction of the measles vaccine. Today, medical institutions falsely claim that vaccines
alone are responsible for eradicating diseases like measles, smallpox and polio. But if

vaccines alone caused the decline, then why did nearly all the decline in measles happen
BEFORE the introduction of the measles vaccine? (Can vaccines travel through time?)
Also see: [2008] 40 Infallible Reasons Why You Should Not Vaccinate Infants By Jagannath
Chatterjee
Sources for this article include:
(1) http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/12/world/asia...
(2) http://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/jul/11...
(3) http://news.yahoo.com/white-house-vows-cia-n...
GRAPHICAL EVIDENCE SHOWS VACCINES DIDN`T SAVE US

The above graphs, based on the official death numbers as recorded in the Official
Year Books of the Commonwealth of Australia, are taken from Greg Beattie`s
excellent book "Vaccination A Parent`s
Dilemma":(http://www.informedparent.co.uk/books_and_videos.html )and represent
the decline in death rates from infectious disease in Australia. They clearly show that

vaccines had nothing to do with the decline in death rates. (Note: Graphical
evidence on the decline in death rates from infectious disease for USA,
England, New Zealand and many other countries shows the exact same
scenario as above).
So what were the true reasons for this decline? From his book `Health and
Healing` Dr Andrew Weil best answers it with this statement;
"Scientific medicine has taken credit it does not deserve for some advances in health.
Most people believe that victory over the infectious diseases of the last century came
with the invention of immunizations. In fact, cholera, typhoid, tetanus, diphtheria and
whooping cough, etc, were in decline before vaccines for them became available - the
result of better methods of sanitation, sewage disposal, and distribution of food
and water."
God Does Not Support Vaccines
Let’s think about this from God’s perspective and let’s go back to the beginning. This is how it
all went down. In the beginning, God created heaven, earth, day, night, water, dry land, plants,
animals, people, and…the immune system. He then said,
I’m missing something…oh yes, Adam needs the DNA of a dog, some cells of a monkey’s
kidney, a couple of mutated viruses, bits of ground up aborted baby, a few carcinogens, some
detergent, and a little hazardous waste to help trick his immune system into giving him some
temporary, junk immunity.
Wrong. God saw all that he had made and “it was very good.” God’s perfect. Nothing further
needed.
“Yeah, but then sin entered the world?”
Oh yes, and so did our arrogance. We actually think “we” hold the key to improving upon His
design…as if He forgot something when He created the immune system. Thank God He
created us to fix it right? Sin gave us the capacity to perform all sorts of evil deeds so the fact
that God gave us the ability to make vaccines is not a reason to use them (1 Peter 2:16).
http://www.livingwhole.org/god-does-not-support-vaccines/
Study: Polio vaccine campaign in India has caused 12-fold increase in deadly paralysis
condition
(NaturalNews) The mainstream media has been busy hailing the supposed success of India's polio
vaccine campaign over the past few years, with many news outlets now claiming that the disease has
been fully eradicated throughout the country. But what these misinformation puppets are failing to
disclose is the fact that cases of non-polio acute flaccid paralysis (NPAFP), a much more serious
condition than that caused by polio, have skyrocketed as a result of the vaccine's widespread
administration.
A recent report published in the Indian Journal of Medical Ethics (IJME) explains that, clinically,
NPAFP is indistinguishable from polio paralysis. But according to the Office of Medical & Scientific
Justice (OMSJ), NPAFP is twice as deadly as polio paralysis, and yet was not even an issue in India
prior to the rollout of the massive polio vaccine campaigns.
In 2011, for instance, the year in which India was declared to be polio-free, there were 47,500
known cases of NPAFP, which is a shockingly high figure under the circumstances. And
based on data collected from India's National Polio Surveillance Project, cases of NPAFP
across India rose dramatically in direct proportion to the number of polio vaccines
administered, which suggests that the vaccines were responsible for spurring the rapid
spread of this deadly condition.
Similarly, cases of vaccine-associated polio paralysis (VAPP), a condition in which paralytic
symptoms similar or identical to those caused by wild-type polio manifest themselves following the
administration of polio vaccines, are also on the rise. Not only are the paralysis symptoms associated

with NPAFP and VAPP typically far worse than those brought about by wild-type polio, but they can
also accompany other negative side effects including neurological damage.
Far from being a success, in other words, India's polio vaccine campaign appears to have induced a
new epidemic of a much worse type of polio-related paralysis that is even more deadly than
the first one. And based on the figures, overall rates of NPAFP in particular are now 12 times
higher in India following the polio vaccine campaigns, with some areas of the country
reporting rates as elevated as 35 times higher.
According to the IJME report, the entire polio vaccine scam in India was spawned from initial
grants made by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and various other groups that claimed
the program would eventually pay off. But the overall costs once India started paying for the
program quickly ballooned to more than 100 times the initial investment amount, with more
than $2.5 billion and counting still being funneled into it.
"The Indian government finally had to fund this hugely expensive program, which cost the country 100
times more than the value of the initial grant," write the authors. "From India's perspective the
exercise has been extremely costly both in terms of human suffering and in monetary terms. It is
tempting to speculate what could have been achieved if the $2.5 billion spent on attempting to
eradicate polio were spent on water and sanitation and routine immunization."
Sources for this article include:
http://www.omsj.org/blogs/polio-gone-but-vaccines-will-continue
http://www.naturalnews.com
Vaccine Exemption Forms
Find A Compassionate Doctor To Help You Prevent Vaccine Injuries
http://www.nvic.org/NVIC-Vaccine-News/August-2012/Find-A-Compassionate-Doctor-To-HelpYou--Prevent-V.aspx
National Vaccine Information Center: State Immunization Exemption Laws
http://www.nvic.org/Vaccine-Laws/state-vaccine-requirements.aspx
Liberty Counsel - Post Office Box 540774 - Orlando, FL 32854 - Phone: (407) 875-2100 Email:
liberty@lc.org COMPULSORY VACCINATIONS THREATEN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM by Attorney
Mathew D. Staver
http://www.lc.org/Resources/compulsory_vaccinations_threaten_religious_freedom.htm
How To Legally Avoid Unwanted Immunizations Of All Kinds by Dr. Mercola:
http://www.mercola.com/article/vaccines/legally_avoid_shots.htm
NDF Plus: (If I could only recommend one product to my patients in regard to dealing with the
aftermath of vaccinations, heavy metal exposure and/or mercury amalgam dental fillings, this
would be the one) http://www.bioray.com/ndf-plus/ Also take: http://www.bioray.com/liver-life/
Natural News tests flu vaccine for heavy metals, finds 25,000 times higher mercury level than
EPA limit for water
(NaturalNews) Mercury tests conducted on vaccines at the Natural News Forensic Food Lab
have revealed a shockingly high level of toxic mercury in an influenza vaccine (flu shot) made
by GlaxoSmithKline (lot #9H2GX). Tests conducted via ICP-MS, document mercury in the
Flulaval vaccine at a shocking 51 parts per million, or over 25,000 times higher than the
maximum contaminant level of inorganic mercury in drinking water set by the EPA.(1)
The tests were conducted via ICP-MS using a 4-point mercury calibration curve for accuracy.
Even then, the extremely high level of mercury found in this flu shot was higher than anything

we've ever tested, including tuna and ocean fish which are known for high mercury
contamination.
In fact, the concentration of mercury found in this GSK flu shot was 100 times higher than the
highest level of mercury we've ever tested in contaminated fish. And yet vaccines are injected
directly into the body, making them many times more toxic than anything ingested orally. As
my previous research into foods has already documented, mercury consumed orally is easily
blocked by eating common foods like strawberries or peanut butter, both of which bind with
and capture about 90% of dietary mercury.
Here are the actual results of what we found in the influenza vaccine from GSK (lot #9H2GX):
Aluminum: 0.4 ppm
Mercury: 51 ppm
All tests were conducted via calibrated, high-end ICP-MS instrumentation as shown in these
lab videos.
Doctors, pharmacists and mainstream media continue to lie about mercury in vaccines
As you take in the scientifically-validated fact that mercury exists at very high concentrations
in flu vaccines, keep in mind that most doctors, pharmacists and members of the mainstream
media continue to stage an elaborate lie that claims mercury has "already been removed from
vaccines."
Never mind the fact that the use of mercury is admitted right on the package containing the
vaccine vial. Anyone who claims mercury has been removed from all vaccines is either wildly
ignorant or willfully lying. And anyone who would knowingly allow themselves to be injected
with mercury is probably already a victim of the kind of brain damage well known to be caused
by mercury.
Shockingly, the package insert for this flu shot readily admits the vaccine has never been
subjected to scientific clinical trials:
"There have been no controlled trials adequately demonstrating a decrease in influenza
disease after vaccination with Flulaval," the package insert claims in tiny text (that no one
reads).
This is printed right on the insert, yet no one in the mainstream media will ever report this
astonishing admission. This statement, all by itself, is a confession that flu shot marketing is a
fraud.
Across the board, flu shots are heavily propagandized and promoted with the implication that
they have zero risks while offering 100% protection. No one in the mainstream media ever
questions this claim even though the package insert openly admits the claim is complete lies
and has never been subjected to scientific scrutiny.
But that's not all the insert admits. It also says:
"Safety and effectiveness of Flulaval have not been established in pregnant women, nursing
mothers or children."
And yet everywhere you go in America, there's a Walgreens, CVS or Wal-Mart pharmacy
promoting flu shots for pregnant women. Never mind the fact that flu shot safety has never
been established in pregnant women, and never mind the obvious fact that you should never
inject a pregnant women with mercury in the first place!
Who needs scientific proof when you've got the full propaganda of the media and the
government to back you up? Anyone who dares question the scientific validity of flu shot
safety for pregnant women is immediately attacked as being an opponent of all vaccines.
Apparently, the only requirement to be accepted by the vaccine community is to believe in
medical fairy tales while abandoning all critical thinking and scientific skepticism. In the
vaccine industry, genuine science is simply not allowed. No wonder two former Merck
virologists filed a False Claims Act with the federal government, accusing the company of
knowingly fabricating its vaccine efficacy data to trick the FDA.
Flu shots are heavily promoted for children, right alongside mumps and measles vaccines.
But it turns out flu shots are never scientifically tested for safety or efficacy in children.

Check out what the insert for this vaccine directly admits:
"Safety and effectiveness of Flulaval in pediatric patients have not been established."
It's right there in black and white... an open admission. Yet flu shots are aggressively
marketed to parents and children as if they were Tic-Tacs. The real beauty of the entire
vaccine industry scam is that no scientific evidence is required! You don't have to have any
proof, all you have to do is believe in vaccines as a matter of blind faith.
Do flu shots cause cancer? The honest, scientific answer is that these shots are never tested
for that. As the insert readily admits:
"Flulaval has not been evaluated for carcinogenic or mutagenic potential, or for impairment of
fertility."
Believe it or not, the Flulaval vaccine also warns that no one should be given this shot if
they've already received another flu shot at some previous time:
"Do not administer Flulaval to anyone... following previous administration of any influenza
vaccine."
And yet, amazingly, people are encouraged to get flu shots year after year, even though the
package insert directly warns against anyone taking a series of influenza vaccines.
The same insert that admits this vaccine has never been proven safe in children or pregnant
women also openly admits that it contains neurotoxic chemicals.
Per the insert, each dose of Flulaval contains up to 25 mcg of formaldehyde (a neurotoxin
otherwise known as embalming fluid--a known cancer-causing agent) and up to 50 mcg of sodium
deoxycholate.
This is on top of the 25 mcg of mercury you'll get in every dose. And remember, this is
mercury that's injected directly into your body, so you absorb 100% of this mercury (unlike
mercury you eat, where most of it sticks to food fibers and is transported out of your body).
Ever wonder what all these toxic chemicals and heavy metals cause in humans? Flu shots
vaccines, it turns out, are already known to cause a huge number of devastating health
effects.
According to Hugh Fudenberg, MD, the world's leading immunogeneticist and 13th most quoted
biologist of our times (nearly 850 papers in peer review journals), if an individual has had five
consecutive flu shots his/her chances of getting Alzheimer's Disease is ten times higher than
if they had one, two or no shots. I asked Dr. Fudenberg why this was so and he said it was due
to the mercury and aluminum that is in every flu shot (and some childhood shots). The
gradual mercury and aluminum buildup in the brain causes cognitive dysfunction. Is that why
Alzheimer's is expected to quadruple?
Of interest is the fact that a large percentage of the elderly that contracted the flu did so despite
having had their flu shots. One nursing home in Toronto recorded 32 cases of the flu; of those
who became ill, 31 had been vaccinated against the flu the month before.
Don't forget - inside of us, we already have everything we need to be truly healthy and an
immune system that is designed to fight infection!
Dr. Johnson's Presentation Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and history Play All
Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and history. The Truth About Electrically
Produced Liquid Silver & Silver Generators--Learn the Difference Between Ionic Silver and
True, Colloidal Silver
Invive Mild Silver Protein: The Ultimate Immune System Product For Colds, Flu's and
Infections: www.dr-johnson.com
----------------------------------------intraMAX: The Only 415 Ingredient, Organic, ALL-IN-ONE Health Supplement
For More Information Click Here: http://store.druckerlabs.com/intraMAXinfo_s/117.htm
**In order to purchase IntraMAX you have to be referred by a health care professional. So just
use the

Professional Referral/Ordering Code: 800
Questions or to order? Call Customer Service toll free at: 888-881-2344
*Dr. Fudenberg's comments are from his speech at the NVIC International Vaccine Conference, Arlington VA
September, 1997.
*Alzheimers to quadruple statement is from the John's Hopkins Newsletter of November 1998.

Predictably, there is a massive disinfo campaign across the mainstream media, Wikipedia,
medical journals and government propaganda agencies (CDC, FDA, etc.) to pretend that flu
shots have no risks whatsoever.
Yet the insert that comes with the
vaccine openly admits the flu shot
has been linked with a long,
frightening list of serious adverse
effects. As this Flulaval insert says
(see photo below):
"In addition to reports in clinical
trials, the following adverse events
have been identified during post
approval use of Flulaval...
vomiting
chest pain
allergic edema of the mouth
anaphylaxis
laryngitis
cullulitis
muscle weakness
arthritis
dizziness
paresthesia
tremor
somnolence
Guillian-Barre syndrome
convulsions / seizures
facial or cranial nerve paralysis
encephalopathy
limb paralysis
insomnia
dyspnea
sweating"
Here's a photo of this section of the package insert, complete with the GlaxoSmithKline tollfree phone number:

The reality of all this is that flu shots utterly lack any scientific evidence of safety of efficacy.
Flu vaccines are injected into people purely as a matter of blind faith in the very same
companies that have already been convicted of felony crimes.
GlaxoSmithKline, for example, not only manufacturers this Flulaval vaccine... the company
also committed multiple felony crimes and got caught bribing doctors, ultimately agreeing to
pay a multi-billion-dollar criminal settlement with the U.S. Department of Justice.
Trusting a flu shot made by a corporation of felons is a lot like trusting the purity of heroin
you buy from a street dealer. Both flu shots and street heroin have at least one thing in
common, by the way: neither has ever been tested for safety.

We also know that flu shots contain neurotoxic chemicals and heavy metals in alarming
concentrations. This is irrefutable scientific fact. We also know that there is no "safe" form of
mercury just like there is no safe form of heroin -- all forms of mercury are highly toxic when
injected into the body (ethyl, methyl, organic, inorganic).
Leading Vaccine Expert Dr. Confesses Cancer & Other Viruses are Present in Vaccines-Flippantly Tells All Before His Own Death
This segment of "In Lies We Trust: The CIA, Hollywood & Bioterrorism," produced by consumer
advocate, Dr. Leonard Horowitz, features the world's leading vaccine expert, Dr. Maurice
Hilleman, who explains how Merck's vaccines were responsible for spreading AIDS, leukemia
and other cancers worldwide. This explosive interview was conducted by medical historian, Edward
Shorter for WGBH Boston public television with Blackwell Science. It was cut from the show, "The
Health Century" due to the huge liability associated with Dr. Hilleman's admissions. Namely,
his statements that Merck Drug Company vaccines have been routinely injecting cancer
viruses (SV40 and others) into people worldwide. Besides spreading AIDS into the human
population, these vaccines are thought to be the main cause of the increased incidence of
cancers over the past few decades.
Video: http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/page/998.html
Soylent Green: Company Wants You to EAT Your Favorite Celebrity
March 26, 2014—The company called Bitelabs is aiming to take advantage of the mindless celebrity
worship culture by planning to feed fanatics their favorite celebrities. A BiteLabs representative
named Kevin (you can read the story here) says there are five employees who "are working full time
on this" and that while there is no product ready for market, they are "100 percent serious in
prompting widespread discussion about bioethics, lab-grown meats, and celebrity culture—this is very
important to us. Making celebrity meat a reality from there will all depend on our ability to build a userbase." But he did insist that there was a product on the drawing board.
Comment: See their own website for a detailed write-up how this Satanically processed
Franken-meat is made: http://bitelabs.org/process_details
"The product is indeed salami," Kevin says. "Each salami will have roughly 30% celebrity meat and
40% lab-grown animal meats (we're currently
looking into ostrich and venison but it pork and
beef are more popular in our early research).
The rest will consist of fats and spices. This
break-down comes from consultation with
expert food designers and chefs."
The BiteLabs homepage is encouraging hungry
fans to tweet at their favorite celebrities
encouraging them to get onboard with the
project, including Kanye, James Franco and
Jennifer Lawrence.
Hundreds of people are petitioning
celebrities to donate tissue samples to
BiteLabs.org, a company that says it will produce “artisanal salami” from celebrity tissue
samples for human consumption.
“How do you connect with celebrities?” a video promo for BiteLabs asks. “TV? Over the
Internet? At Concerts? BiteLabs gets you so much closer. We take celebrity cells, grow them
into muscles, making robust, flavorful, healthy, eco-friendly artisanal salami. We bring you
celebrity meat.”
“Here’s how it will work,” explains the Los Angeles Times. “A sample of tissue containing
myosatellite cells (the type of cells that help repair and regrow damaged muscle) will be taken

from a person during a biopsy. Those cells are multiplied in a lab using a medium that acts as
an artificial blood to grow muscle.”
The company already has a few celebrities in mind, such as James Franco, Jennifer Lawrence,
Kanye West and Ellen DeGeneres, and even recipes they believe complement their
personalities.
The end result, BiteLabs testifies, is a “high-quality, luxury protein, in a sustainable manner
that eliminates the environmental and ethical concerns associated with traditional livestock
production.” There website states: “Celebrity meat production requires less than 1% of the
amount of land needed for traditional farming…Meat production today is simply unsustainable:
unless a radical change is made, the price of meat will eventually rise out of control. Lab grown
meats are the future.”
Hungry yet? Maybe their promo vid will entice you.. View Here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yC0rR3KvUqI
While eating human muscle tissue may sound cannibalistic, BiteLabs claims its meat will be
free of “animal cruelty, waste and from the environmental impacts of industrial farming,” and
that it is simply fulfilling the next step in food evolution.
It’s website reads: “In 1931, Winston Churchill predicted a future in which all the world’s meat would
be grown in labs; what, he asked, was the sense in raising a whole chicken merely for the sake of its
wings or breast meat?.. Today, In-Vitro meat production is close to becoming a reality..”
While BiteLabs’ idea is indeed disgusting, and possibly a well-coordinated hoax, increasingly more
horrific ingredients are really being used to produce foods.
Last month, scientists in Spain found “The trick to making sausage healthier may be baby poop.”
“Bacteria from baby poop can help make delicious sausages, which could transform savory meats
into health foods much like probiotic yogurts, according to new research,” reported Live Science.
And in 2011, Japanese scientists announced their success in turning human excrement into an edible
meat-like texture.
“According to the latest reports, some people who actually ate the ‘feces burger’ have said it tastes
like beef,” the International Business Times
Health Tip for Women: Iron Response by Innate - 90
tablets
Helps maintain healthy iron levels in the blood*
 FoodState® iron, vitamin C, folate, and vitamin
B12*
 Organic beet root nourishes blood*
 Easy to digest and non-constipating*
Read 9 Reviews
Low Iron Symptoms in Children
++There are many reasons for children to suffer with iron
deficiency. Apart from a poor diet and the inability to
absorb iron from foods, iron deficiency in children
may also occur due to long-term slow, blood loss and
rapid growth. Children absorb only 10% of iron
through their food intake. Therefore, it is necessary for
them to receive 8-10mg of iron a day. Children with iron
deficiency may suffer with symptoms such as,
 Extreme fussiness
 Have a short attention span



Grow slowly than other children
May develop their motor skills slower than others
Low Iron Symptoms in Adult

Iron deficiency can occur in children and adults. Adults experience different symptoms than children
with lack of iron in the blood. Women are at a 7 times higher risk of developing iron deficiency anemia
than men. Women lose more blood than men because of their monthly period and also during child
birth. They may also lose iron during pregnancy and breastfeeding as these nutrients are transferred
to the baby. Young women, aged 14 to 18, require at least 15mg of iron per day. Women over the
age of 19 through 50 require 18mg while pregnant women may require approximately 27mg of iron.
Adult men, however, only require approximately 8mg of iron per day. However, men too suffer
with the symptoms of iron deficiency.
Common symptoms for adult men and women with iron deficiency include
 Fatigue--Oxygen is used in the body for energy. As it is reactive it is used to help break the
bonds in glucose and release the energy that we need, and likewise it is used to break down
fat. This is why during cardiovascular exercise we pant and draw deeper breaths as we are
using that to break down glucose and glycogen stores in order to use them for energy and fuel
our activities. When you have low iron this then means that you can't as easily get the oxygen
around your body and that in turn will result in your feeling like you have less energy and are
less able to get up and go.
 Dizziness
 Pale skin color
 Poor appetite
 Pica is a condition in which you get unusual and intense cravings – often for things that are not
edible such as dirt, grout, metal etc. This is often your body's way of telling you that you lack
something crucial in your diet. If you find yourself craving metal in particular then of course this
could be a sign of low iron.
 Light stool color
 Burning sensation in tongue
 Altered sense of touch
 Angina
 Brittle nails
 Rapid heartbeat
 Feeling cold
 Irritability
 Headache
 Shortness of breath
 Restless leg syndrome
++ Warning--Iron supplements should never be taken in the absence of a deficiency since iron is
a pro-oxidant and too much of it may increase the risk of cancer and heart disease. The
best way to check for low iron stores and iron deficiency anemia is to have your doctor check a
complete blood count and an iron panel. The iron panel includes a ferritin level, a measure of how
much iron you have stored in your body. http://healthmad.com/nutrition/signs-that-you-have-a-lowiron-level/#ixzz36ebLdEJj
Comment: If your iron levels are high take IP6 to get them down. You can find this at any
health food store.
Supplement Protocol for Normalizing Blood Sugar (some have even come off insulin) with a
protocol like this:
Metabolic Maintenance Metabolic X- 60 count 1 with meals
Pancreatrophin PMG® 1 with meals
This protocol would be taken until blood sugar levels are normalized. For some anything
under 120 is normal, so don't let the MD scare you.

Historic Realignment In Christianity Seen As Petrus Romanus Joins “Protestants” To
Form Global “Evangelical Catholic Movement” -- Can Antichrist Be Far Away?
Pope Francis’s meeting with Evangelical leaders points to a new alignment within global Christianity. As the
progressive Christians merge increasingly with the spirit of the age the divide between them and classical
Christians will become increasingly acute. As this happens the classical Christians of all denominations will
begin to coalesce and cooperate more closely. The increasingly close fellowship with Evangelicals will be
hastened as progressive Christianity moves away to become something other than Christian. The rapprochement
between classical Evangelicals and Catholics will also burgeon as dark forces on various fronts rise up against
Christ and his church. Opposition to classical Christianity and simmering threat of persecution will foster a new
depth of meaning to the term “Evangelical Catholic.”

Pope Francis Meets Evangelical Delegation--James and Betty Robison, co-hosts of the Life
Today television program, and Kenneth Copeland, co-host of Believer’s Voice of Victory, met the Roman
Pontiff at the Vatican on Tuesday. The meeting lasted almost three hours and included a private luncheon with
Pope Francis. http://www.trunews.com/trunews-exclusive-pope-francis-meets-evangelicaldelegation/#RTMhFitfQ9Mji7jB.99

Kenneth Copeland Recants And Returns To Catholicism! http://youtu.be/2LNJ6Jb3DOc

Apostasy Rising: 4 Denominations In Less Than A Week Defy
God's Word
July 02, 2014 | Jennifer Leclarie
Share this article

The United Church of Christ (UCC) bills itself as "the church where God is still speaking." Apparently,
God's Word is falling on deaf ears of the leadership.
The UCC, which considers itself a mainline Protestant denomination—claiming over 1 million
members and about 5,200 congregations in the U.S.—proudly announced it will serve as a major
sponsor of the Gay Games. The UCC will now go down in Christian history as the first major
denomination to sponsor the homosexual Olympics when the games roll into Cleveland, Ohio, in
August.
I guess my jaw shouldn't have dropped when I read the news, considering the UCC in April filed a gay
marriage rights lawsuit in North Carolina. But not only did my jaw drop, I'm shaking my head. J.
Bennett Guess, one of the UCC's national officers and its first openly gay church executive, calls it a
social justice issue and says the denomination prides itself on "being a bold voice for progressive
Christianity."
In case you aren't familiar with what the term "progressive Christianity" really means, let's take a
moment to define it. Progressive Christianity has a strong focus on social justice and
environmentalism. Progressive Christianity focuses on concepts like "collective salvation"—where
entire cultures and societies, rather than just individuals with faith in Christ, are redeemed—and

bends toward a Marxist economic philosophy. And Progressive Christianity does not subscribe to the
biblical doctrine of the inerrancy of Scripture.
That last line explains a lot. For example, it explains why the UCC was the first mainline denomination
to affirm equal marriage rights for same-sex couples. It explains why the UCC was the first to ordain
an openly gay man. And, overall, it explains why the UCC has fallen into the deception of sponsoring
events that celebrate LGBT people instead of trying to love them to Christ.
But even denominations that don't consider themselves part of the Progressive Christianity movement
are falling into this deception. The Presbyterian Church (USA) last week voted to allow its ministers to
perform gay weddings in states where it's legal. On Tuesday, Methodist Pastor Frank Schaefer, who
was defrocked for officiating his son's gay wedding, was fully reinstated and the Moravians voted to
ordain gay clergy. My research shows there's a long and growing list of gay-affirming denominations,
including the Affirming Pentecostal Church International.
Saints, we're seeing 1 Timothy 4:1 playing out right before our very eyes. It's called the Great
Apostasy and it's well underway. By the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, Paul wrote: "Now the Spirit
expressly says that in latter times some will depart from the faith, giving heed to deceiving spirits and
doctrines of demons.

Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/July02/023.html#TDdS8s2EfAEgHzdF.99
Pro-gay pastor attends White House event
Posted on Jul 1, 2014 | by David Roach
WASHINGTON (BP) -- The Los Angeles-area Baptist pastor whose church split after he announced he no
longer believes all homosexual acts are sinful was President Obama's guest at the White House LGBT Pride
Month reception Monday (June 30).
Danny Cortez, pastor of New Heart Community Church in La Mirada, Calif., attended the reception with his
son Drew, who Cortez said in a Feb. 9 sermon is gay.
At the reception, Obama acknowledged open homosexuals serving in his administration and said 11 openly gay
federal judges have been confirmed by the Senate, including 10 during his administration.
Read more
http://www.bpnews.net/42890/progay-pastor-attends-white-house-event

CHILLING LETTER: Soldier, ‘We Can’t Trust Each Other, Obama’s Divided Us, We’re Dangerously
Close to Civil War’
Read more at http://clashdaily.com/2014/02/chilling-letter-soldier-cant-trust-obamas-divided-usdangerously-close-civil-war/#dpdOEaeqDC36qxVx.99

From: Rick Funk [mailto:rfunk2@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:50 PM
To: 'Scott Johnson'
Subject: The Dodge logo

Scott,
I don't know about you, but every time I see the Dodge Ram logo I get chills. To me it is a picture of
the baphomet. Below is the logo, then look at the same logo but only at the red. It is the picture in the
picture that you need to look at.

Maybe it's just me.
Thanks
Rick

Hillsong United Church Steeped In Illuminati And New Age Symbolism
by NTEB News Desk
Exposing the Devil's counterfeit church
"And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them." Ephesian
5:11
Everywhere you look today in the entertainment industry, you see signs and symbols belong to the
New Age movement and the Illuminati. Some of the most-influential and best-selling recording artists
like Jay-Z, Beyonce, Lady Gaga and others promote a constant push of Illuminati and Satanic
symbols. The 2014 Grammy Awards Show displayed open witchcraft.

Now this is becoming apparent within the walls of the professing Christian church as well.
Hillsong United Church, located in Australia, cranks out a rock-n-roll show on a par with anything the
world has other offer. They feature Heavy Metal crunching guitar riffs, fantastic explosions of light and
sound like you were at a Lady Gaga concert, and proudly displayed center stage is the Illuminati
pyramid that Beyonce is so fond of. When asked about the use of this major Illuminati symbol, they
said that they were "inspired by Mount Zion" in the bible. Yeah, right.
[hillsong-united-illuminati-pyramids-new-age-chrislam]
Today's Christians are so spiritually dead, that they can be shown this unholy, demonic mess and
never see anything wrong with it.
The bible calls us to be separate, not be not like the world but to be like Jesus Christ. Hillsong has
millions of fans and follower all over the world, not because they preach the Gospel, but because they
offer up Satan's counterfeit of what the Church of Jesus Christ is supposed to be all about. Look at
this video clip of one of their concert "church services", and you tell me where you see Jesus in any of
that unholy mess.
[0.jpg]
The doctrine preached at Hillsong is not the doctrine of the bible, and if you are a Christian saved by
the shed blood of Jesus Christ, you should have no part of these workers of darkness.
[hillsong-united-illuminati-pyramids-new-age-chrislam-laodicea-brian-pastor]
The Illuminati pyramid topped off by what looks like a huge snake in a circle, this is what your
average Hillsong United "worship service" looks like. Do YOU see Jesus anywhere in here?
Hillsong United is part of the demonic Emergent Church Movement, and it is deadly spiritual poison
wrapped in the candy-coated wrapper of the world's entertainment.

The answer is yes. You see, every barcode (see above image) contains the numbers 666. The three
double lines in the image above ALWAYS represent the number 6. There is nothing that is not
barcoded.

-----Original Message----From: Ron Bright [mailto:yesiambright@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 1:42 AM
To: Contending for Truth by Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: [Contending for Truth: ] Jesus Warned Us About Government
Jesus Warned Us About Government
Mar 8:11 And the Pharisees came forth, and began to question with Him, seeking of Him a sign from
heaven, tempting Him.

Mar 8:12 And He sighed deeply in His spirit, and saith, Why doth this generation seek after a sign?
verily I say unto you, There shall no sign be given unto this generation.
Mar 8:13 And He left them, and entering into the ship again departed to the other side.
Mar 8:14 Now the disciples had forgotten to take bread, neither had they in the ship with them more
than one loaf.
Mar 8:15 And He charged them, saying, Take heed, beware of the leaven of the Pharisees, AND OF
THE LEAVEN OF HEROD. [emphasis added] Mar 8:16 And they reasoned among themselves,
saying, It is because we have no bread.
Mar 8:17 And when Jesus knew it, he saith unto them, Why reason ye, because ye have no bread?
perceive ye not yet, neither understand? have ye your heart yet hardened?
Mar 8:18 Having eyes, see ye not? and having ears, hear ye not? and do ye not remember?
Mar 8:19 When I brake the five loaves among five thousand, how many baskets full of fragments
took ye up? They say unto him, Twelve.
Mar 8:20 And when the seven among four thousand, how many baskets full of fragments took ye up?
And they said, Seven.
Mar 8:21 And he said unto them, How is it that ye do not understand?
No one can say, “This is taken out of context”. Wicked men in authority IS the context here.
Jesus basically said 'Beware of government'. He knew Herod wasn't the only wicked government. He
knew there had already been plenty of wicked governments and there would be plenty more.
Wickedness is not limited to just one kingdom. Our corporate kingdom in Washington DC which is run
by a resident alien and large corporations (because large corporations own congress) is no less
wicked than Herod.
So, in Jesus' own words "beware ........ of the leaven of Herod".
Ron B.
Lexicon :: Strong's G2264 - Hērōdēs
Ἡρῴδης
Transliteration
Pronunciation
Hērōdēs
hā-rō'-dās (Key)
Part of Speech
Root Word (Etymology)
proper masculine noun
Compound of heros (a "hero") and εἶδος (G1491)
Outline of Biblical Usage
1. Herod = "heroic"
1. the name of a royal family that flourished among the Jews in the times of Christ and the
Apostles. Herod the Great was the son of Antipater of Idumaea. Appointed king of
Judaea B.C. 40 by the Roman Senate at the suggestion of Antony and with the consent
of Octavian, he at length overcame the great opposition which the country made to him
and took possession of the kingdom B.C. 37; and after the battle of Actium, he was
confirmed by Octavian, whose favour he ever enjoyed. He was brave and skilled in war,
learned and sagacious; but also extremely suspicious and cruel. Hence he destroyed
the entire royal family of Hasmonaeans, put to death many of the Jews that opposed his
government, and proceeded to kill even his dearly beloved wife Mariamne of the
Hasmonaean line and his two sons she had borne him. By these acts of bloodshed, and
especially by his love and imitation of Roman customs and institutions and by the
burdensome taxes imposed upon his subjects, he so alienated the Jews that he was
unable to regain their favour by his splendid restoration of the temple and other acts of
munificence. He died in the 70th year of his age, the 37th year of his reign, the 4th

before the Dionysian era. In his closing years John the Baptist and Christ were born;
Matthew narrates that he commanded all the male children under two years old in
Bethlehem to be slain.
2. Herod surnamed "Antipas", was the son of Herod the Great and Malthace, a Samaritan
woman. After the death of his father he was appointed by the Romans tetrarch of
Galilee and Peraea. His first wife was the daughter of Aretas, king of Arabia; but he
subsequently repudiated her and took to himself Herodias, the wife of his brother Herod
Philip; and in consequence Aretas, his father-in-law, made war against him and
conquered him. He cast John the Baptist into prison because John had rebuked him for
this unlawful connection; and afterwards, at the instigation of Herodias, he ordered him
to be beheaded. Induced by her, too, he went to Rome to obtain from the emperor the
title of king. But in consequence of the accusations brought against him by Herod
Agrippa I, Caligula banished him (A.D. 39) to Lugdunum in Gaul, where he seems to
have died. He was light minded, sensual and vicious.
3. Herod Agrippa I was the son of Aristobulus and Berenice, and grandson of Herod the
Great. After various changes in fortune, he gained the favour of Caligula and Claudius
to such a degree that he gradually obtained the government of all of Palestine, with the
title of king. He died at Caesarea, A.D. 44, at the age of 54, in the seventh [or the 4th,
reckoning from the extension of his dominions by Claudius] year of his reign, just after
having ordered James the apostle, son of Zebedee, to be slain, and Peter to be cast
into prison: Acts 12:21
4. (Herod) Agrippa II, son of Herod Agrippa I. When his father died he was a youth of
seventeen. In A.D. 48 he received from Claudius Caesar the government of Chalcis,
with the right of appointing the Jewish high priests, together with the care and oversight
of the temple at Jerusalem. Four years later Claudius took from him Chalcis and gave
him instead a larger domain, of Batanaea, Trachonitis, and Gaulanitis, with the title of
king. To those reigns Nero, in A.D. 53, added Tiberias and Taricheae and Peraean
Julias, with fourteen neighbouring villages. He is mentioned in Acts 25 and 26. In the
Jewish war, although he strove in vain to restrain the fury of the seditious and bellicose
populace, he did not desert to the Roman side. After the fall of Jerusalem, he was
vested with praetorian rank and kept the kingdom entire until his death, which took
place in the third year of the emperor Trajan, [the 73rd year of his life, and the 52nd of
his reign] He was the last representative of the Herodian dynasty.
Mat 16:16

Mat 16:17

Mat 16:18

Mat 16:19

And Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art
the Christ, the Son of the living God.
And Jesus answered and said unto him,
Blessed art thou, Simon Barjona: for flesh and
blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my
Father which is in heaven.
And I say also unto thee, That thou art Peter,
and upon this rock I will build my church; and
the gates of hell shall not prevail against it.
And I will give unto thee the keys of the
kingdom of heaven: and whatsoever thou
shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven:
and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth
shall be loosed in heaven.

Regarding these verses being used by Catholics to justify the Catholic religion, Peter was
long dead for over 200 years before the Catholic death cult got started around 318AD via the

pagan Emperor Constantine. Also pre-Catholic Rome was the one that martyred Peter!!! But
the study of the words Peter and rock used in the verses above gets into the real reason why
this argument is so asinine.
The word Peter means:
Lexicon Results
Strong's G4074 - Petros
Πέτρος
Transliteration
Petros

Pronunciation
pe'-tros (Key)
Root Word (Etymology)
Apparently a primary word

Outline of Biblical Usage
Peter = "a rock or a stone"
1) one of the twelve disciples of Jesus
The verse reads:
And 1161 I say 3004 also 2504 unto thee 4671, That 3754 thou 4771 art 1488 Peter 4074, and 2532 upon 1909
16:18this 5026 rock 4073 I will build 3618 my 3450 church 1577; and 2532 the gates 4439 of hell 86 shall 2729 0
not 3756 prevail against 2729 it 846.
But the notice the word 'rock' in the verse above is derived from a different Greek word. See:
Lexicon Results
Strong's G4073- petra
πέτρα
Pronunciation
Transliteration
pe'-trä (Key)
petra
Part of Speech
feminine noun
Root Word (Etymology)
TDNT Reference
Vines
From the same as Πέτρος (G4074)
6:95,834
View Entry
Outline of Biblical Usage
1) a rock, cliff or ledge
a) a projecting rock, crag, rocky ground
b) a rock, a large stone
c) metaph. a man like a rock, by reason of his firmness and strength of soul
The word Peter implies a small rock or stone whereas the word rock used in the verse above is a
large rock. When Jesus said this verse he was pointing to Himself in reference to the large
rock and when he addressed Peter by his name this was a small stone or rock. In other words he was
saying he was going to build His church on Himself or the soild large rock of Christ Jesus. Obviously
Peter was one of the disciples but Jesus could not build His church on any man, only Himself.
Jesus is referred to as the Chief Cornerstone which is the most important rock or stone in a
building. This could not be in reference to Peter in other words.

If America implemented a National Identification and the mainstream media didn’t cover it, would it
still matter? What if we told you that’s already happening?

For the first time in the nation’s history, a National ID law will take effect this year, and it will have a
major impact on your life.
That’s the subject of this week’s edition of Off The Grid Radio, in which Jim Harper tells us everything
we need to know about the law – what it means, why we should be concerned, and how it could be
used and abused in the future. Eventually, you won’t be able to fly without one.
The ID is being rolled out through a law known as the Real ID Act, and it is turning ordinary driver’s
licenses into National IDs that are unlike anything we’ve seen.
That picture you get at the DMV? It’s now being stored in a database that is accessed by the federal
government, and in an instant it can be matched to, say, a picture of you taken at a toll booth or in a
post office. In some states, you can’t even smile for a picture – because doing so would confuse the
computer.
Sadly, this isn’t fiction.
Harper tells us:
 How the government can track you using a National ID.
 How other countries have abused National IDs
 Why the Founders would have opposed a National ID.
 How the law’s text allows the DHS secretary to require IDs for entry pretty much anywhere.
If you care about freedom and privacy, you don’t want to miss this week’s episode!
Click here to listen to this week's interview.
From: Armor of Light was Migfoxbat [mailto:migfoxbat86@googlemail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 4:15 AM
To: av161177777 .
Subject: U.K Gay Marriage
Hi Scott, just a quick message to say i think we here in the U.K are being punished by the onslaught
of terrible storms and floods are down to the government causing this nation to fall from God's will
and no longer realistically being a Christian nation as gay marriage has been signed into law. See the
link about this matter.
God bless
Ian
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-oxfordshire-25793358
UKIP councillor blames storms and floods on gay marriage
A UKIP councillor has blamed the recent storms and heavy floods across Britain on the Government's
decision to legalise gay marriage.
David Silvester said the prime minister had acted "arrogantly against the Gospel".
In a letter to his local paper he said he had warned David Cameron the legislation would result in
"disaster".
UKIP said Mr Silvester's views were "not the party's belief" but defended his right to state his
opinions.
Divine retribution
Mr Silvester, from Henley-on-Thames in Oxfordshire, defected from the Tories in protest at Mr
Cameron's support for same-sex unions.
In the letter to the Henley Standard he wrote: "The scriptures make it abundantly clear that a Christian
nation that abandons its faith and acts contrary to the Gospel (and in naked breach of a coronation
oath) will be beset by natural disasters such as storms, disease, pestilence and war."

He added: "I wrote to David Cameron in April 2012 to warn him that disasters would accompany the
passage of his same-sex marriage bill.
"But he went ahead despite a 600,000-signature petition by concerned Christians and more than half
of his own parliamentary party saying that he should not do so."
He then went to on blame the prime minister for the bad weather:
"It is his fault that large swathes of the nation have been afflicted by storms and floods."
He went on to say that no man, however powerful "can mess with Almighty God with impunity and get
away with it".
A UKIP spokeswoman said: "It is quite evident that this is not the party's belief but the councillor's
own and he is more than entitled to express independent thought despite whether or not other people
may deem it standard or correct."
Independent thought made the UK "a wonderful, proud, diverse and free country".
Henley's Tory MP John Howell, said: "I thought Mr Silvester's letter was not the sort of thing that he
should have written in today's age.
"He really needs to consider his position."
The Passion of the Presence and the Purpose of the Passion (and Francis Chan and John
Piper’s Involvement with IHOP)

I went to a John Wimber workshop…. He said he sees the next 20 to 30 years as the time
when more signs and wonders will be done than ever in history and when the secular media
will be overwhelmed and have to report it every day as great revival spreads. – John Piper[1]
By Herescope
IHOP In An Era of Celebrity-Driven Christianity
Evangelical leaders are currently rushing to associate themselves with major youth events
that are becoming increasingly popular in the Christian world. These mass youth rallies were
developed over the course of several decades by Mike Bickle’s IHOP (International House of
Prayer) movement, which is interconnected to the New Apostolic Reformation (NAR). IHOP
and the NAR share both personnel and doctrine, with roots that go back into the Latter
Rain/Manifest Sons of God cult.[4] Previously we have extensively documented the history of
the camaraderie of IHOP and NAR.[5]
This rapidly rising youth movement in evangelicaldom is characterized by its emphasis on
generating fervent passion. Why are evangelical leaders rushing onto this bandwagon? Why
are Francis Chan, John Piper, [both contemplative advocates] . . . and other prominent
teachers placing themselves on center stage (literally) of these IHOP-orchestrated mass
rallies?[6]
Superficially, one might assume that it is merely for the immediate stardom and pizzazz that
comes with such celebrity status in a youth event rocking with fervor, bright lighting, and loud
acclamations.[7] . . . But is it conceivable that these leaders also happen to agree with some of
the IHOP doctrine? After all, it is impossible to separate the activities at these youth events
without encountering the foundational beliefs that give rise to them.
Of course, it can be argued that just because an esteemed evangelical leader shares the stage
with adherents and promoters of these IHOP/NAR doctrines doesn’t mean he/she agrees with
their teaching. However, it is important to note that an evangelical leader’s very appearance at
these events lends legitimacy and credibility to this movement – a movement that has been

aggressively attempting to distance itself from its former cult status, remake its image and
become respectable.
The doctrine of the IHOP believes that these mass youth stadium rallies are for the “purpose”
of invoking the “presence” of God through generated “passion.” These three terms – passion,
presence and purpose – are derived from some very strange esoteric doctrines that originated
in the Latter Rain/Manifest Sons of God cult.
“Presence” is popular. Recently Warren Smith published a book in which he made us aware of
an increasingly popular belief that Christians can invoke the “presence” of “God” (or “Jesus”)
by their contemplative activities. For endnote material and to read this entire article, click
here. http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/newsletters/2014/newsletter20140204.htm#1
▶ The Gates of Hell. Part 1 - YouTube
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPXgQaMoT1w
http://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2014/01/holy-lands-mount-hermon-a-united-nations-basebuilt-to-deliver-the-anti-christ-and-open-the-gates-of-hell-shocking-video-and-photos2457700.html
Bill Gates And Google Founder Working Feverishly To Eliminate Meat
Posted about 1 day ago | 32 comments

(Daniel Jennings) Eating meat could become a thing of the past if two of the biggest names in
technology get their way.
Microsoft founder Bill Gates and Google co-founder Sergey Brin are both promoting the idea that
meat is bad for the planet and needs to be replaced.
Each of the billionaires is now actively promoting meat alternatives in an attempt to get people to stop
being carnivores. Gates is promoting plant-based alternatives to meat such as soy, while Brin has
gone much farther and has financed an experiment in which “beef” was grown in a test tube.
“If what you’re doing is not seen by some people as science fiction, it’s probably not transformative
enough,” Brin said in a video promoting his project.
Gates has said the “future of meat is vegan.”
The Google Burger

Brin contributed $405,000 of his own money to a project to grow hamburger from cow stem cells at
Maastricht University in the Netherlands. The scientist behind the project, Mark Post, succeeded in
growing a burger that was successfully cooked and eaten in London last year.
“By our technology we actually are producing meat, it’s just not in a cow,” Post said. “A few cells we
take from this cow can turn into 10 tons of meat.”
Post takes stem cells from a cow and uses them to grow meat using techniques similar to those used
to grow skin for skin grafts and other medical procedures. Post predicted that laboratory grown meat
will be available in supermarkets within 20 years.
“From an ethical point of view it only has benefits,” Post said of his research.
Brin justified his support for the project from a concern for animal welfare. Brin believes that modern
meat production is wrong and unethical. He told The Guardian that he’s concerned about the welfare
of cows.
Learn the secrets of a veteran hunter as he shows you how to quickly and efficiently field-dress your
game
Post said it would help the environment.
“Cows are inefficient, they require 100 grams of vegetable protein to produce only 15 grams of edible
animal protein,” Post told The Guardian, “… We don’t need to kill the cow and it doesn’t produce any
methane.”
Their sentiment echoes that of the radical animal rights group People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals(PETA), has long promoted the idea that meat production is immoral because it causes
suffering to animals.
Not surprisingly, PETA praised Brin’s burger in a post at its blog. The organization stated that the
burgers would eliminate the slaughter of billions of animals and help the environment.
Some critics also say that Brin’s burger is the next logical step in industrialized food. Instead of
helping animals, Brin could be helping Big Food make billions in the future.
Bill Gates’ Crusade against Meat
Gates’ opposition to meat is taking a different course but employs many of the same language.
Instead of financing cow stem cell research, Gates is promoting companies that turn plant-based
products into meat substitutes. The billionaire has posted a slide show promoting his ideas and an
interview with author Michael Pollan at his website.

Gates doesn’t say what he thinks of factory farming but he does post this quote from Pollan at his
website: “The animal factories that produce most of our meat and milk are brutal places where
animals suffer needlessly.”
Most of Gates’ argument is based around the environmental and health effects of meat. He claims
there simply is not a way to produce enough meat for everybody in the world. Yet he also notes that
meat consumption has doubled in the last 20 years.

Gates recommends two companies — Beyond Meat and Hampton Creek Foods — which are
marketing vegetable-based alternatives to meat. He claims that Beyond Meat’s chicken substitute
tastes just like real chicken.
Unlike Brin, Gates’ agenda seems to be geared more toward changing the diet for environmental and
health reasons. Instead of radical shifts, Gates seems to be more interested in changing thinking.
“If we shift our thinking about what we eat, and how it gets to our plates, we’ll be more open to the
food innovations that are out there,” Gates wrote.
So should we be worried about these innovations and the men behind them? That’s a good question,
although given the history of processed food and its effects on health we should be asking serious
questions.
http://newswatch.us/bill-gates-and-google-founder-working-feverishly-to-eliminate-meat/
FEMA to Conduct Chemical Contamination Operation on Food Supply
Posted on January 22, 2014 by Celeste

Share on Tumblr

2014: HDIAC
We have barely entered into 2014 and we are already witnessing the largest chemical attack
the world has never known. The chemical war is being conducted in food, land, water, and
even in the very air we breathe.

On February 26 FEMA will be conducting a virtual exercise that involves a chemical incident
scenario that contaminates the food supply. Weeks before the exercise the government in
partnership with the Resource & Resources in Food Protection will hold a Webinar on
assessing the potential adverse effects of contamination of the drinking water distribution
system.
Not much is known about the chemical-food exercise outside the exercise design team and
participants. What we do know is that it part of a comprehensive 2014 exercise schedule that
includes radiation, pandemic, wildfires, and environmental issues.
With each day, our risk increases for chemical contamination in the food supply. After World
War II drug manufacturers got a strong-hold into agriculture. Foods that you know and love
are being treated with a barrage of chemicals before they ever get to your dinner plate. Not

even food packaging or labeling is safe from chemicals seeping into and contaminating your
food.
Tagging the Patriot

The Bayer Company may be sending Americans a cryptic message with their Patriot
insecticide ear-tags containing a deadly chemical that is now being field tested by Allflex for
the whole herd.
Bayer has a dark history of chemical experimenting on humans and animals.
The eartag contains an insecticide, diazinon, that the EPA has been banned from residential
use and yet it is being used in food animals that we eat.
International treaty has established that all life is to be electronically identified. Provisions
introduced through the Patient Affordability Act known as Obama-Care for biometric
identification. Proposals have been introduced through various agencies to amend Obama
Care and it is reasonable to expect the international mandate for RFID electronic identification
go forward. With the emphasis on relieving the world from the ‘burden of disease’ we could
possibly see similar RFID insecticide earrings introduced to humans to kill the pathogens that
plague us (and the host) while tracking our every move. With cunning marketing these
chemical trackers could become trendy.
Whether or not this insecticide ear-tag makes it into the human herd is not a certainty but it is
contaminating our meat supply with bio-accumulative chemicals.
One, if by air, and two, if by food
Agent Orange (2,4-D)

Image: Spray Unit, Condon, MT
Just as Paul Revere used a simple messaging system in the fight for liberty, we are witnessing
a communication from policy-makers that they have opened up the chemical deluge. The
objective of chemical operations is to kill and disable as many people as possible before the
action begins.

2011-Heirloom Potatoes that fiddle-headed
The USDA/APHIS is proposing to deregulate certain genetically-modified seeds which are
resistant to a component of the Vietnam-War herbicide, Agent Orange. The chemical is called
2,4-D and it is responsible to for deformity and death of crop plants. The USDA wants to allow
the chemical industry to regulate itself while regulating small farming into oblivion. The
damage of by aerial application of 2, 4-D to a remote organic farm location is presented below.

2011-Heirloom Beans in a pristine
organic environment until sprayed with 2,4-D
These fava and green beans withered and died
Non-resistant surface crops tend to fiddle-head and produce less. Surface crops just wither
away and die as seedlings. Herbicides including the infamous Agent Orange have been
sprayed upon unsuspecting Americans since World War II testing the destructive power of
this chemical.
The chemical compound of Agent Orange 2,4-D, is currently being aerial sprayed by
unidentified aircraft. It is used during wild-fire operations under a veil of smoke for secrecy to
kill invasive weeds deemed illegal by international treaty. 2,4-D is sprayed at a time when
many people find themselves in respiratory distress from the acrid smoke that they are
inhaling. The chemical-laden aerial spraying only compounds adverse health effects.
The herbicide 2,4-D is toxic to the eye, thyroid, kidney, adrenals, human reproductive organs,
neurotoxicity study, skeletal abnormalities, decreased weight gain, and other serious health
complications, and yet it is being sprayed over large swathes of rural and urban land.
Why would Monsanto want to introduce and deregulate 2, 4-D resistant seed-stock if someone
was not actively spraying 2,4-D?

Chemicals ate the flesh off this squash what is it doing to your body?

2013 Winter
Heirloom Hubbard Squash
The skin was attacked, the flesh begins rotting away, and became an environment for
opportunistic fungi and pathogens
The USDA is in the regulatory comment period regarding the deregulation of 2,4-D. This is one
chemical that you can make your opposition heard. The comment period closes Feb. 24.
APHIS is holding a virtual public meeting on January 29, 2014, from 5:00 – 8:00 p.m. EST to
receive comments on a draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for three petitions for
non-regulated status.
A ‘Premise’ that Something is Wrong
The insecticide Imidacloprid is being fumigated into our flour, grains, cereals, vegetables and
into animal feed. Imidacloprid goes by many names including Premise. The reason that your
flour and corn meal no longer gets weevils in them is because they are saturated with a lethal
insecticide that kills the weevils. Insects are very hardy creatures. If the chemical kills
insects, you can be assured it is bio-accumulating in your body and wreaking havoc.
According to the Extonet Toxicology report you find a variety of toxic effects, including
tetragenic impacts and changes to your DNA and RNA.
Young teenage girls were used as human guinea pigs by agencies desiring to learn about the
toxicity levels of Imidacloprid. The girls were told to go out and do gymnastics on a lawn
sprayed Imidacloprid. The experiment was entered into the Federal Register. This entry has
been removed for public viewing.
We have only touched briefly on the millions of chemicals that we encounter each day. I once
saw a quote in the 1990 from an R.N. concerned about environmental chemical
contamination. She claimed that just one popular fragrance on the market could contain up to
900 toxic chemicals. Individually, toxic ingredients would be banned from sale, but when
combined it was perfectly legal to manufacture and sell.
Nanotechnology: Medication of the Future

Caption: Scanning electron micrograph of silica
beads (yellow) on the surface of a human fibroblast cell.

Source: Matthew Ware and Biana Godin Vilentchouk, Houston Methodist Research Institute,
Texas
This photograph was just released from the National Institute of Health (NIH). It graphically
shows the horrors of biomedical research. What you are seeing are yellow silica nanoparticles. These particles are being explored as the perfect medication delivery system. The
particles are so small that your body does not recognize them as foreign and so it does not
mount an immune response to dispose of them. This futuristic photograph was taken with an
electron microscope. It shows the ‘nanospheres’ being swallowed up into a human fibroblast
cell. The consequences of such technology is unknown. Researcher and scientists consider
this image, art.
Geo-Engineering: Piercing Heaven

The physical and
spiritual worlds of the seen and unseen have been woven together much as a weaver weaves
together fibers. Could weaving provide to key to unlock man’s attempt to rebuild the
infamous Tower of Babel, where man unified in an attempt to reach heaven, and become as
god? Is man defiantly trying to pierce heaven?
Look up into the sky and you can see that our sky has been modified by utilizing simple
weaving techniques. Researchers, scientists, chemical companies and the government are
using a bombardment of woven chemical fibers as they ‘woof’ and ‘warp’ aluminum,
strontium, barium, viruses, bacteria, crystals, and even blood in their attempt own our
weather. Once the chemical foundation is woven a sophisticated frequency array oscillates
and stimulates the adulterating particles testing their strength, durability, and stressing
biological creation to the brink of extinction.
Ancient Weaving
Since ancient times man has engaged in weaving. In weaving the term ‘woof’ is used for
thread or yarn that that is drawn through a stationary fiber known as a ‘warp’ to create a cloth
or fabric. A ‘warp’ fiber is lengthwise or longitudinal, held in tension on a frame “that which is
thrown across,” while the ‘woof’ or filler transverses the span to create the weave. During the
entire weaving process the ‘warp’ fiber must be strong because it is under high tension. The
‘warp’ yarn is usually a spun fiber.
The aerial fabric woven above our heads has some interesting characteristics a unique
combination of thermal properties, conductivity, elasticity, resiliency, abrasion resistance,
insulating, absorbent, waterproof, weather and UV resistant, as well as special applications
such as electronic filtration, control of electrostatic discharge, disrupting electro-magnetic
and radio-frequency field.

Gelatinous drainage
from the sinus 1999 chem-trail filament-Clifford Carnicom
Our body responds to these invasive substances, pathogens, and frequencies in a variety of
ways from heart attack to memory loss. We are experiencing significant oxygen deprivation.
Dimming of the sun from these particulates impacts our whole body including our mental
disposition and our immune system.

Weaving Out God
Heaven and earth are likened into two balls of threads used in the process of weaving the
fabric of Creation. At a basic level creation is a weave of earth, wind, fire, water and the
ethereal substances of heaven. Within the substance are the defining characteristics of
space, time, quantity, and quality all uniting to symbolize “the Light” of Creation for an
inclusive total of ten. Within these ten, are tools or windows that the Creator uses to direct
the world. Man is only able to gain a faint perception of the heavenly realm.
The different levels of heaven are the filters, screens of protection, or barriers from physical
and spiritual elements that have potential to harm humanity. These barriers are what protect
us from the desolation and darkness that was the chaos, in the beginning. In the beginning of
time the earth swirled with primordial gasses that under-girded life on this planet. Today our
air, food, and water lash out at us with chemicals intended to snuff out the breath of life.
It is time to stop tolerating our sky being turned into armor. An iron fist which harms rather
than protects. We need to return to a day when heaven has not been pierced. A time when
purity could be found on earth.
http://www.nonaiswa.org/wordpress/fema-chemical-contaminate-food-supply/
The NSA is Even Spying on Computers That Aren’t Online
2014 01 15
By Sam Frizell | TIME

A computer doesn’t need to be online for the National Security Agency to take a peek.
The spy agency has managed to sneak surveillance software onto almost 100,000 computers
worldwide, and is even able to use computers that aren’t connected to the Internet for spying and
cyberattacks, the New York Times reports. The NSA relies on secret channels of radio waves that are
transmitted from tiny circuits and USB cards implanted by NSA-friendly spies or manufacturers to
snoop on offline computers.
The NSA targets include units of the Chinese army, Russian military networks, systems used by the
Mexican police and drug cartels, European Union trade institutions, as well as U.S. partners like
Saudi Arabia, India and Pakistan, the Times reports, in the latest details to emerge from former NSA
contractor Edward Snowden’s leaks.
The spying agency said it does not use implantation software or its radio frequency technology inside
the United States, calling the tactics an “active defense” against foreign cyberattacks.
[...]
Read the full article at: time.com
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The Importance of Vitamin D for Normalizing Your Cholesterol Levels
Visit the Mercola Video Library
By Dr. Mercola
The video above is a nice confirmation from the traditional media of the importance of vitamin D.
However, they still get it wrong by stating that you can get the vitamin D you need from foods.
Appropriate sun exposure can easily provide over 20,000 units per day, while food rarely provides
over 400 units.
Back in 2011, I published a series of interviews with Dr. Stephanie Seneff, a senior MIT research
scientist who, more recently, rocked the world with her discovery of glyphosate's mechanism of harm.
Three years ago, however, she was one of the first to point out the links between cholesterol and
vitamin D, presenting a hypothesis that made me even more convinced that raising your vitamin D
levels through sun exposure may be far more critical than previously thought.
Now, research published in the journal Menopause1, 2 appears to offer support for Dr. Seneff's
theories on the cholesterol-vitamin D link. But first, a quick review of cholesterol, and why your body
actually needs it.
What Is Cholesterol, and Why Do You Need It?
That's right, you do need cholesterol. This soft, waxy substance is found not only in your bloodstream
but also in every cell in your body, where it helps to produce cell membranes, hormones, vitamin D,
and bile acids that help you digest fat.
Cholesterol also helps in the formation of your memories and is vital for neurological function. Your
liver makes about three-quarters or more of your body's cholesterol, and according to conventional
medicine, there are two types:
1. High-density lipoprotein or HDL: This is the "good" cholesterol that helps keep cholesterol
away from your arteries and remove any excess from arterial plaque, which may help to
prevent heart disease.
2. Low-density lipoprotein or LDL: This "bad" cholesterol circulates in your blood and,
according to conventional thinking, may build up in your arteries, forming plaque that makes
your arteries narrow and less flexible (a condition called atherosclerosis). If a clot forms in one
of these narrowed arteries leading to your heart or brain, a heart attack or stroke may result.
Also making up your total cholesterol count are:
 Triglycerides: Elevated levels of this dangerous fat have been linked to heart disease and
diabetes. Triglyceride levels are known to rise from eating too many grains and sugars, being
physically inactive, smoking cigarettes, drinking alcohol excessively, and being overweight or
obese.
 Lipoprotein (a) or Lp(a): Lp(a) is a substance that is made up of an LDL "bad cholesterol"
part plus a protein (apoprotein a). Elevated Lp(a) levels are a very strong risk factor for heart
disease. This has been well established, yet very few physicians check for it in their patients.
(Lp(a) also was not assessed in the featured study.)
Study Finds Vitamin D + Calcium Supplementation Improves Lipid Profiles
The featured study sought to evaluate whether increased serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D3 (25OHD3)
concentrations are associated with improved lipid profiles in postmenopausal women.
The study had over one million people so it was a big deal. The test group received a daily dose of
1,000 mg of elemental calcium along with 400 IUs of vitamin D3. Please note that this dose of vitamin
D is ridiculously low and will not provide help for most people. The control group received a placebo.
Blood levels of vitamin D, fasting plasma triglycerides, HDL, and LDL cholesterol levels were
assessed at the beginning and end of the trial. After two years, women who received the vitamin D
and calcium supplements had a 38 percent increased mean vitamin D level compared to the placebo
group.

They also had a 4.46-mg/dL mean decrease in LDL. Furthermore, higher vitamin D concentrations
were associated with higher HDL combined with lower LDL and triglyceride levels. According to the
authors:
"These results support the hypothesis that higher concentrations of 25OHD3, in response to
[calcium/vitamin D3] supplementation, are associated with improved LDL cholesterol."
After discussing the link between vitamin D and cholesterol with Dr. Seneff, I became convinced that
raising your vitamin D levels through sun exposure may have far greater benefits than taking a
supplement. I've even warned that vitamin D supplementation might not achieve optimal health
results, the reason for which I'll discuss in just a moment.
Remember that this study used a virtually insignificant dose of vitamin D that will not increase levels
to optimum in anyone. Yet despite this nearly homeopathic dose, it still led to small, yet noticeable,
improvements in lipid profile (i.e. increased HDL, in combination with reduced LDL and triglycerides).
Imagine what they would have found had they given doses 10 to 20 times higher that we know will
put people into optimum ranges? In my view, this strengthens the hypothesis that naturally-acquired
vitamin D, created by your skin in response to UV exposure, would likely have an even greater effect,
and here's why.
Cardiovascular Disease—A Compensatory Mechanism for Cholesterol Sulfate Deficiency?
Through her research, Dr. Seneff has developed a theory in which the mechanism we call
"cardiovascular disease" (of which arterial plaque is a hallmark) is actually your body's way to
compensate for not having enough cholesterol sulfate. To understand how this works, you have to
understand the interrelated workings of cholesterol, sulfur, and vitamin D from sun exposure.
Cholesterol sulfate is produced in large amounts in your skin when it is exposed to sunshine. When
you are deficient in cholesterol sulfate from lack of sun exposure, your body employs another
mechanism to increase it, as it is essential for optimal heart and brain function. It does this by taking
damaged LDL and turning it into plaque.
Within the plaque, your blood platelets separate out the beneficial HDL cholesterol, and through a
process involving homocysteine as a source of sulfate, the platelets go on to produce the cholesterol
sulfate your heart and brain needs. However, this plaque also causes the unfortunate side effect of
increasing your risk of cardiovascular disease. So how do you get out of this detrimental cycle?
Dr. Seneff believes that high serum cholesterol and low serum cholesterol sulfate go hand-in-hand,
and that the ideal way to bring down your LDL (so-called "bad" cholesterol, which is associated with
cardiovascular disease) is to get appropriate amounts of sunlight exposure on your skin. She
explains:
"In this way, your skin will produce cholesterol sulfate, which will then flow freely through the blood—
not packaged up inside LDL—and therefore your liver doesn't have to make so much LDL. So the
LDL goes down. In fact... there is a complete inverse relationship between sunlight and
cardiovascular disease – the more sunlight, the less cardiovascular disease."
What this also means is that when you artificially lower your cholesterol with a statin drug, which
effectively reduces the bioavailability of cholesterol to that plaque but doesn't address the root
problem, your body is not able to create the cholesterol sulfate your heart needs anymore, and as a
result you end up with acute heart failure.
Video Part 1: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5QUChSlUEH0&list=PLD1A6CE7E947EF510#t=107
Total Video Length: 1:29:57
Download Interview Transcript
Heart Disease Is the Number One Killer Worldwide
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), heart disease was the leading cause of death,
globally, in 2011 and 2012. Even children are becoming increasingly at risk. 3, 4 Recent research
suggests as many as one-third of children have or are at risk for high cholesterol, which conventional
medicine views as a risk factor for heart disease.
Bear in mind that, contrary to the conventional ideology, your total cholesterol level—which includes
HDL, LDL, triglycerides, and Lp(a)—is just about worthless in determining your risk for heart disease,

unless it is above 300. Still, high total cholesterol can in some instances indicate a problem, provided
it's your LDL and triglycerides that are elevated and you have a low HDL. I have seen a number of
people with total cholesterol levels over 250 who actually were at low heart disease risk due to their
high HDL levels. Conversely, I have seen even more who had cholesterol levels under 200 that were
at a very high risk of heart disease based on the following additional tests:
 HDL/Cholesterol ratio. This is a very potent heart disease risk factor. Just divide your HDL
level by your cholesterol. That ratio should ideally be above 24 percent
 Triglyceride/HDL ratio. Here, you divide your triglyceride level by your HDL. This ratio should
ideally be below 2
That said, these are still simply guidelines, and there's a lot more that goes into your risk of heart
disease than any one of these numbers. In fact, it was only after word got out that total cholesterol is
a poor predictor of heart disease that HDL and LDL cholesterol were brought into the picture. They
give you a closer idea of what's going on, but they still do not show you everything. Additional risk
factors for heart disease include:
 Your fasting insulin level: Any meal or snack high in carbohydrates like fructose and refined
grains generates a rapid rise in blood glucose and then insulin to compensate for the rise in
blood sugar. The insulin released from eating too many carbs promotes fat accumulation and
makes it more difficult for your body to shed excess weight. Excess fat, particularly around
your belly, is one of the major contributors to heart disease
 Your fasting blood sugar level: Studies have shown that people with a fasting blood sugar
level of 100-125 mg/dl had a nearly 300 percent increase higher risk of having coronary heart
disease than people with a level below 79 mg/dl
 Your iron level: Iron can be a very potent cause of oxidative stress, so if you have excess iron
levels you can damage your blood vessels and increase your risk of heart disease. Ideally, you
should monitor your ferritin levels and make sure they are not much above 80 ng/ml. The
simplest way to lower them if they are elevated is to donate your blood. If that is not possible,
you can have a therapeutic phlebotomy and that will effectively eliminate the excess iron from
your body
Beware of Treating Elevated Cholesterol in Childhood with Drugs
Getting back to the study in question,5 a research team at Texas Children's Hospital examined the
medical records of more than 12,000 children between the ages of nine and 11, and found that 30
percent of them were at risk of elevated cholesterol levels. Elevated LDL and triglyceride levels were
found to be more common among boys. Not surprisingly, obesity and lifestyle were deemed to be
significant factors.
Universal cholesterol screening guidelines6 were issued in 2011, which strongly recommend all
children be screened between the ages of nine and 11, and again between 17 and 21. The authors of
the featured study say they hope their findings will give added weight to these guidelines. However,
there are serious concerns that universal screening will simply place children on cholesterol-lowering
medications, which do absolutely nothing to address the underlying problem... As reported by
Eurekalert:7
"'There is concern by some in the medical community that children will be started on medication
unnecessarily,' [lead investigator, Dr. Thomas] Seery said, emphasizing that adopting a healthy diet
and engaging in routine physical activity are first-line therapies for children with abnormal cholesterol
levels.
He adds that cholesterol-lowering medications are typically needed in one to two percent of children
with dyslipidemia, primarily in those with very high cholesterol resulting from a genetic lipoprotein
disorder. Genetic lipoprotein disorders, such as familial hypercholesterolemia, result in very high
cholesterol levels that can be detected in childhood but are felt to be underdiagnosed, he said. 'Kids
need to have their cholesterol panel checked at some point during this timeframe [9 to 11 years old],'
Seery said. 'In doing so, it presents the perfect opportunity for clinicians and parents to discuss the
importance of healthy lifestyle choices on cardiovascular health.'"

To Save Our Kids, We Must Address Their Lifestyle
It is indisputable that childhood obesity is placing an increasing number of people at risk of an early
death. I address this topic in my book Generation XL. If the childhood obesity epidemic is not
reversed, we will, for the first time in history, see children living shorter lives than their parents!
Clearly, something must be done about escalating childhood obesity and "adult" diseases showing up
in our children. But placing kids on statins8 is certainly NOT the answer. The cause of the problem is
unhealthy lifestyle choices—and drugs do nothing to address this. On the contrary, statins have been
linked to a wide range of devastating side effects, including but not limited to:
Muscle problems
and muscle damage
(including the heart
muscle)

Neurological
problems, including
memory loss and
Lou Gehrig's
disease

Nerve damage

Liver enzyme
derangement

Kidney failure

Elevated blood
glucose

Tendon problems

Anemia

Sexual dysfunction

Recent research,9, 10 which followed subjects for 25 years, suggests there's a very important
relationship between your heart health and your brain function, and that this relationship starts much
earlier in life than previously thought. The study links late-teen to early adulthood blood pressure,
blood sugar, and cholesterol levels with mental acuity in your mid-life years:
 People with higher blood pressure and/or higher blood glucose early in life scored lower on all
tests devised to assess memory and learning, brain aging, and decision processing speed
 People with higher cholesterol early in life scored lower on the learning and memory tests
Now, when you consider the negative effects statins have on your heart muscle, combined with their
detrimental neurological impact and their tendency to elevate blood glucose, it would seem like these
drugs might actually significantly speed up the onset of dementia when given to young children,
thereby doing more damage than simply living with health risk factors such as high blood pressure,
blood sugar, and cholesterol.
Vitamin D Also Plays a Role in Alzheimer's Prevention
Your brain function, as your heart health, is also dependent on both appropriate amounts of
cholesterol and healthy vitamin D levels — a fact that again ties heart and brain health together. A
recent article in the Daily Herald,11 written by Dr. Patrick B. Massey, MD, Ph.D., medical director for
complementary and alternative medicine at Alexian Brothers Hospital Network, discusses the
importance of vitamin D for the prevention of Alzheimer's disease.
"'Not by coincidence, vitamin D deficiency exists in 70-90 percent of patients diagnosed with
Alzheimer's disease,' he writes. 'Medical studies have demonstrated that increased vitamin D levels
either through sun exposure or supplementation improves cognitive function in the elderly. These
positive results have been seen in those diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease as well as those who do
not have this illness.
The benefits of vitamin D supplementation may appear in four weeks resulting in enhanced
processing speed as well as cognitive abilities. Indeed, one recent medical trial demonstrated that
taking vitamin D and the Alzheimer's medication memantine resulted in better outcomes than either
memantine or vitamin D alone. Vitamin D supplementation is a simple and effective way of treating
and preventing Alzheimer's disease and may be the best option at this time.'"
As you can see, vitamin D and cholesterol are integral players in both heart disease and Alzheimer's
disease, and that while statins can dramatically reduce your cholesterol, these drugs tend to have a
detrimental effect on both your heart and brain. According to Dr. Seneff, insufficient fat and

cholesterol in your brain play a critical role in the disease process, and she makes a compelling case
for how statin drugs promote the disease. For more in-depth information about this, please refer to Dr.
Seneff's MIT paper, "APOE-4: The Clue to Why Low Fat Diet and Statins May Cause Alzheimer's."12
Tying It All Together
All in all, Dr. Seneff's research makes a very compelling case for getting appropriate sun exposure in
order to normalize your cholesterol levels, thereby promoting both heart and brain health. While you
can take oral vitamin D pills, there is virtually no doubt in my mind that future research (likely 20-30
years from now) will show that increasing your vitamin D levels through sensible sun exposure or a
safe tanning bed is far superior to swallowing vitamin D. To summarize Dr. Seneff's research into
layman's terms the two inter-related disease processes described earlier would look something like
this:
Lack of sun exposure → cholesterol sulfate deficiency →
plaque formation (to produce cholesterol sulfate that
protects your heart) → cardiovascular disease (which
places you at greater risk for decreased brain function)
Furthermore, Dr. Seneff and many others also stress the importance of reducing your refined sugar
and processed fructose consumption to prevent heart disease. While not specifically addressed in
this article, as I chose to focus on cholesterol and vitamin D, fructose consumption also significantly
contributes to cardiovascular disease in the following manner:
High fructose consumption → over-taxed liver →
impaired cholesterol formation → cholesterol deficiency
→ plaque formation to compensate for cholesterol sulfate
deficiency → cardiovascular disease
The reversal of these disease processes would then look like this:
Appropriate sun exposure + low-sugar diet = optimal
cholesterol production in your liver + optimal cholesterol
sulfate production in your skin → healthy cholesterol
levels and absence of arterial plaque
Naturally, while sun exposure and a low-sugar diet are important, if not critical, for optimizing your
heart health, there are many other lifestyle factors that can make or break your cardiovascular health.
For more suggestions on how to optimize your cholesterol levels without drugs, please see my
previous article, "Statin Nation: The Great Cholesterol Cover-Up."
How Vitamin D Performance Testing Can Help Optimize Your Health
Additionally, a robust and growing body of research clearly shows that vitamin D is absolutely critical
for good health and disease prevention. Vitamin D affects your DNA through vitamin D receptors
(VDRs), which bind to specific locations of the human genome. Scientists have identified nearly 3,000
genes that are influenced by vitamin D levels, and vitamin D receptors have been found throughout
the human body.
Is it any wonder then that no matter what disease or condition is investigated, vitamin D appears to
play a crucial role? This is why I am so excited about the D*Action Project by GrassrootsHealth. It is
showing how you can take action today on known science with a consensus of experts without
waiting for institutional lethargy. It has shown how by combining the science of measurement (of
vitamin D levels) with the personal choice of taking action and, the value of education about individual
measures that one can truly be in charge of their own health.
In order to spread this health movement to more communities, the project needs your involvement.
This was an ongoing campaign during the month of February, and will become an annual event.

To participate, simply purchase the D*Action Measurement Kit and follow the registration instructions
included. (Please note that 100 percent of the proceeds from the kits go to fund the research project. I
do not charge a single dime as a distributor of the test kits.)
As a participant, you agree to test your vitamin D levels twice a year during a five-year study, and
share your health status to demonstrate the public health impact of this nutrient. There is a $65 fee
every six months for your sponsorship of this research project, which includes a test kit to be used at
home, and electronic reports on your ongoing progress. You will get a follow up email every six
months reminding you "it's time for your next test and health survey." Go to:
http://shop.mercola.com/product/vitamin-d-test-kit,1090,0.htm
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2014/04/14/vitamin-d-cholesterol-levels.aspx
Krista:
Yes take 6 tablets of these twice a day on an empty stomach:
http://www.herbspro.com/shop/xq/asp/ptid.73668/qx/productdetail.htm
with 2 capsules of these of these twice a day on an empty stomach:
http://www.herbspro.com/shop/xq/asp/pid.78617/qx/productDetail.htm Try this for at least a month
and see how you do.
Also if you apply CMO cream by Rich Distributing over the affected area 2-3 times a day this will also
help greatly. See: http://www.microwaterman.com/Rich_MSM/Rich_MSM_CMO_Cream.htm
-Scott Johnson
contendingfortruth@fastmail.fm
On Mon, Oct 7, 2013, at 05:14 PM, Krista wrote:
> Dear Brother Scott,
> i am scheduled to have surgery on my thumb on Friday of this week. The
> trapezium bone is destroyed from arthritis and it is drawn in and
> extremely painful. The Dr is not putting in a joint but pinning my thumb
> bone up so that the area can fill in with scar tissue and blood to act as
> cartilage.
> I dread having this done but the pain has been debilitating to say the
> least.
> Is there an alternative suggestion that you may have instead of surgery?
> i don't care about getting all the mobility back but pain relief is
> essential.
> I also wanted to let you know that i saw on YouTube a simple way to
> protect yourself against smart meters. Just staple a 3x3 piece of
> aluminum screen over it. Stops the radiation.
>
> Thank you for all your help and God bless....Kris Phillips.
>
> Sent from my Droid Charge on Verizon 4G LTE

Laura:
Sorry about the late reply.
With a sinus infection the best way to directly go after this is to get any nasal spray atomizer bottle
(like Afrin) and dispose of what is in the bottle and add 500ppm silver to the bottle. Now to make the
500ppm just add 10 parts distilled water to one part 5000ppm. This will be the strength you use in a
nasal spray bottle. One drop of eucalyptus oil to this 500ppm solution is also very good for nasal use.
When you use the 500ppm in the nasal spray bottle make sure you tip your head back and spray 3-5
times per nasal passage. You can do this several times per day. You would also want to take 1/4 tsp.

of the 5000ppm held under the tongue once a day until you are doing better. I would also highly
recommmend you take Antronex By Standard Process for the allergy component of this sinus
problem (see the attachment) the silver is great for the infection, but it will not stop allergic reactions.
See the other attachments for more information on the silver and my current special I am running.
Now for the Peripheral Neuropathy I would Rx:
Inositol by Standard Process (6 day)
B6 Niacinamide by Standard Process (3 day)
Saint Johns Wort by Mediherb (2 day)
Magnesium Oil applied over the areas affected 1-2 times a day.
I would try this for at least two months to see what kind of progress you make.
I have everything but the Magnesium oil in stock but I have a gallon container which I can send you a
sample to try.
That is interesting about the silver but the products listed above would specifically be given to
regenerate the nerves.
Dr. Johnson
-----Original Message----From: Laura Simmons [mailto:cocomomo@zoho.com]
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 10:59 PM
To: Contending for Truth by Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: [Contending for Truth: ] MSP & Peripheral Neuropathy
Hi Dr. Johnson,
My mother follows your information, and we want to purchase some MSP. I have a horrible sinus
condition that started about 12 years ago, and I totally attribute it to being allergic to those nasty
chemtrails.
I looked at your Desk Reference to see if Peripheral Neuropathy was listed, but it is not.
Do you know anything about this disease in relation to MSP? The only thing I did find was on this
website :
http://www.naturalnews.com/029779_peripheral_neuropathy_remedies.html
It states towards the bottom of the article:
" *Colloidal silver may help nerves regenerate and studies in Hungary found specific silver receptors
on human nerve tissue."
(There is no other info that I can find about it.) I was just wondering if you had any info in this.
Thanks & Blessings,
Laura Simmons

If it is an infected cavity you would hold 1/4 tsp. of the 5000ppm silver in the mouth (try to direct it
over the infected tooth) for 4-5 minutes, several times per day until the pain was gone. In addition
taking Biodent (9 day) by Standard Process would actually help to rebuild the tooth if the body is
capable of that. Now the best thing for the nerve pain is inositol (9 day). It won't do anything for the
infection or to rebuild the tooth, but it is the best thing for temporary nerve pain till he is out of the
woods. I have all these products in stock and am still running the 5000ppm silver special which also
provides free shipping within the U.S.. See the attachments. God bless!
Dr. J.

-----Original Message----From: Jeannie [mailto:patches7321@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 7:39 PM
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Toothache
My brother doesn't have any insurance and is having some oral pain. Will the invive silver help with
this?
Lj =
Oh yes there is. I have seen excellent results with this protocol:
Biodent (by Standard Process) 9 a day or 3 with meals
Calcium Lactate (by Standard Process) 9 a day or 3 with meals
Cataplex F (by Standard Process) 3 a day or 1 with meals
If receding gums are involved you need to also take:
Cataplex ACP (by Standard Process) 9 a day or 3 with meals
These are a professional line I have been trained in and carried for over 20 years. They can be
researched here: https://www.standardprocess.com/Standard-Process/All-Products
See the attached fee sheet and if you want ot order:
Just let me know what you would like to get (with a shipping address) and I will ship your order with a
receipt & a self-addressed stamped payment envelope or I can invoice you via PayPal (whichever
one is better for you).
Thank you and God bless!
PS: No charge for consult.
Dr. J.

-----Original Message----From: sunita hunt [mailto:williamsunita4@msn.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 3:37 PM
To: Contending for Truth by Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: [Contending for Truth: ] i need your help
Hello brother Scott hope you're in good health and both your daughter and you are doing well. I sent
you a letter with a token of our love hope you receive it soon. I really need your help. Please pray for
my health my dentist wants to pull my four teeth due to bone loss.I am very scared I've been praying
for a miracle. I have placed my request at the feet of Jesus Christ. Whatever His will.I ask for prayers
and also you are so knowledgeable above that you're a man of God. Is there anything I can take to
stop or reduce bone loss and protect my teeth and gums? All and any help will be much appreciated.
May Lord Jesus continue to use you mightily to glorify His Holy Name. Your sister in Christ Sunita
Sorry the one site http://www.dr-johnson.com/ only sells silver. Since Standard process (the main
professional line I sell) has banned all internet sales by doctors unless you go through an extensive
consultation process. The other lines I sell (since they are professional lines) are also complicated to
sell online. I attached a price list. My prices are retail Standard Process prices which is actually
required by Standard Process if a doctor sells them. Just let me know what you need and I can get
them to you asap. I can send your order with a self-addressed stamped payment envelope or invoice
you via PayPal. I also attached another doc. regarding another professional line I carry.
God bless!
Dr. J.

-----Original Message----From: Randy Card [mailto:wyocard223@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013 8:34 PM
To: Contending for Truth by Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: [Contending for Truth: ] herbal and mineral products
Scott, I can't find herbal and mineral products that you sell on your website? I found the silver
products, but not the other things for health you endorse? please direct me.
Thanks,
Randy

Now to treat Shingles (also known as Herpes Zoster) see the attachment for specific dosages and
things you can do. This is the strongest DMSO I could find and it works on any herpes virus better
than anything I have ever seen, even better than the silver and it is 100 times more cost effective than
the massive dosages you would have to take of the silver.
http://www.herbspro.com/51065/Liquid999UnfragrancedPlastic.htm This stuff can burn you so start
slow. You should apply it from the top of your back to the lower part of your back once a day. This
targets the virus where is lives, which is the deep spinal ganglion. The Silver just cannot get to it, but
the DMSO can. You can also apply the DMSO with the AG cream (see below) over your left side
where you have the shingles outbreak. God bless!
30 drops per day of the 2000ppm (hold under the tongue for at least one minute before
swallowing) is a maintenance dosage and unless you are dealing with a specific issue, would
be sufficient for everyday use. There are 2129 drops per 4 oz. bottle or a 71 day supply if you
take 30 drops per day. This dose should be suffcient to eventually knock out the candida you
described.
To make the AG Cream (AKA Silver Cream) get some Aloe Vera gel and add drops of the 2,000
ppm silver to the gel to the point just before it starts to liquefy.
The current expiration dates on the Invive mild silver protein is 2025 as it is extremely stable.
Mild Silver Protein Website: www.dr-johnson.com
Dr. Johnson

From: Zack [mailto:zackbo39@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 5:51 PM
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Cc: zackbo39@bellsouth.net; Zack Smith
Subject: another God-fearing man.....
What I’m really emailing you about is I finally ordered some of this Mild Silver Protein stuff from your
web site today. I know you’re incredibly busy, but if you get a chance could you tell me how much I
should take? I read the web site but didn’t quite get it. I ordered the 2,000 ppm recipe I think.
I am in very good health and work out regularly, but I suffer from chronic shingles on my left side, and
I believe also some ongoing candita (sp?). Want to know how much to take to help.

Heather:
Well for example if he had been exposed to and it was in his system and he was going downhill (in
other words worst case scenario of contracting a government made, GMO, virulent death pandemic
like the H7N9 hemorrhagic bird flu I have been talking about) yes it would be the tbsp. dosage per 30
lbs. of bodyweight. In other words the tbsp. dosage is maximum dosage for a worst case scenario
whereas the tsp. dosage would be if people were getting sick but not dropping like flies around you.
So it depends on the situation. Maybe one day is all he would need at this dosage as if he is
significantly better by the second day you could start backing down to the tsp. dosage and then if the
next day he was getting even better you could half the tsp. dosage. In other words you would
assess his progress daily to see what kind of dosage he would need. It would also be imperative to
drink at least 10 glasses of purified water per day to flush out all the die off the silver is creating. I will
try to cover this in an upcoming health corner but I am just so overwhelmed with news it is hard to get
to everything. You may want to watch my online presentation as well: Dr. Johnson's Presentation
Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and history
Now I would need to know how many bottles of the 5000ppm you want to order before I could
invoice you via PayPal. Yes the special with free shipping is still on. I posted the details
below:
Dr. J. Comment: Currently I have a surplus of 5000ppm Invive Mild Silver Protein. While
supplies last I will be offering this surplus 5000ppm silver at 95.00 per bottle for quantities
from 1-5 bottles and 85.00 per bottle for quantities of 6 or more bottles. This is a 5.00 savings
per bottle at both quantity levels mentioned and for this special the shipping is free (Sorry US
orders only) on all orders (which would be anywhere from a 15.00 to 40.00 savings over
factory shipping; as when you order off my website, the order goes through the Invive
factory). These are the lowest prices for Invive Silver you will be able to find. This special is
not available off my website.
See the attachment and below for startup dosages if things are not of a critical or life or death
nature:
Start up dosage if a high amount of infection or yeast is suspected: Mild Silver Protein (5000 1100 PPM): This product does not taste good but it is vitally necessary for your success. To help the
taste one drop of Peppermint Oil can be applied to your tongue prior to dosing the silver. I
recommend ‘Now Organic Peppermint Oil’ which you can easily find online. You need to hold each
dosage of silver under the tongue/cheeks for at least one minute (preferably 2-3 minutes). This gets
it into your blood stream. There is some information you need to know on the label but initially
follow the dosage I recommend on this sheet. Also remember that this product will leave a film on
your teeth that can easily be dealt with by brushing your teeth after you have swallowed a given
dosage. Important: Start by taking 1-2 drops of the mild silver protein under the tongue twice per
day. If you feel alright, double the dose the next day. Keep doubling the dosage until you are
at 1/2 tsp. twice a day. The reason you need to do this is if you have a problem with Yeast/Candida;
which is a high likelihood in most cases. Remember you may feel worse before you get better. That
is quite common and part of the healing process. Because the Mild Silver Protein is so effective
against yeast infections; one can only start out at the following dosage "if" one has a systemic (full
blown/rampant) Yeast/Candida infection: If you are unsure play it safe and start with the dosages
below:
1st day- 1-2 (drops) twice a day
2nd day- 4 (drops) twice a day
3rd day- 8 (drops) twice a day
4th day- 16 (drops) twice a day
5th day- 1/4 tsp. twice a day
6th day- 1/2 tsp. twice a day
Maintain this dosage for 3-4 more days and then go to a maintenance dosage of 10-15 drops per day.

If at any time (during the 6 days mentioned above) one starts having extreme flu-like symptoms,
(which is due to the healing crisis of toxins given off by the dying bacteria (NOT by the silver): One
must hold at the above dosage and not move onto the next level until the flu-like/detoxification
symptoms are gone. The proof is: Give this silver to a healthy person and nothing (as far as
symptoms) will occur.

Sent your details to another friend in the UK....THANK YOU FOR SHARING THIS PRODUCT! IT is
really removing my amalgam fillings...I am convinced, it has broken a piece and starting to lift out the
others. I have also found a mercury free dentist ....thanks to your warning of the dangers.
I am now positive it is a poision...the dentist is taking so much precaution and each tooth is costing
me over 500 pounds to replace with porcelin (more like porsches). To remove they have given me a
course of amalgam homeopatic tablets 2 weeks before removal, having my own rubber dam to isolate
my teeth, new drills, external air, charcoal on the day.....and this is what they are freely dishing out to
every person - evil!

From: advanced1@mts.net [mailto:advanced1@mymts.net]
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013 12:50 PM
To: Cade
Cc: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Re: Shelf-life?
Shelf life is 15+ YEARS.
This is the MOST Stable Silver in the World.
Our Lot Control Bottles from 1995 are still perfect, and will be perfect for the next 100+ years.
There is no other product like ours, and the proof is in the RESULTS it EMPIRACALLY Demonstrates
to the user.
Original Message ----From: Cade
To: answers@invive.com
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 3:30 PM
Subject: Shelf-life?
What is the shelflife of your daily adult 1,100 ppm solution and your 5,000 ppm solution? I
recommended by Scott Johnson and would like to order some but I want to make sure my supply
does not expire before i can use it.

-Thank you for your time,
Sincerely Cade D. Cunningham
Debbie: See below:
From: Debra Caban [mailto:dgc1019@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 2:11 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Phosfood for bone spurs

Dear Dr. Johnson,
I hope you and Taylor are doing well. I have a bottle of Phosfood which I purchased from you a while
back and I would like to know what the protocol is for using it on a bone spur above the heel.
How much Phosfood and how often should one apply it to the bone spur? Topically full strength at
least once a day but you can do so 3 times a day if you wish as this will work faster.
Should one also take it orally and if so, how much? You can and this should accelerate things. 30
drops once per day in juice for a month or until the spur is gone.
I also heard you saying to apply it with DMSO sulfur. Should they be applied together? The DMSO
should be applied after the phosfood and allowed to dry. You can use a hair dryer or fan to
accelerated this.
How long should it take for the bone spur to be healed? The only way to know this for sure is by an Xray to see your progress. If you have a current x-ray to compare this too that would be ideal.
Is there anything else recommended to treat bone spurs? Yes ultrasound. The most aggressive
way to go after this would be for you to apply the phosfood and DMSO like I described above
and then get an ultrasound treatment over the spur area. This would give you the fastest
results possible that I am aware of. Also taking some extra magnesium would also help to
break down the spur. Ultrasound alone is great for spurs but with the other things I mentioned
you are really going after the root of the issue and should achieve incredible results. I believe
the Lord showed me this as I don't know of any other doctors that know what I just relayed to
you. I have seen this work on many patients and my own daughter has bunions (from her
genetics) and we are using this protocol above (minus the ultrasound, as I don't have one
anymore) and in a short time she has already achieved amazing results with total pain
abatement and greatly reduced size. God bless!
Thank you very much and God bless,
Debbie
Depression Supplement Protocol
As an alternative doctor I would never advise my patients to come off mind altering drugs cold turkey.
It will not turn out good unless God literally intervenes so their system is not dependent on this. Most
drugs are addictive so you have to supply the body with what it really needs, while you try to wean
yourself off the meds. The clinical protocol I have used for this is:
Minchex by Standard Process (6 day)
Cataplex G by Standard Process (6 day)
Tuna Omega 3 by Standard Process (4 day)
Relaxall by Professional Botanicals (1-3 day as needed)
Magnesium 300 by Innate (2 day)
This would be taken till they had totally weaned themselves off the medication for at least a week and
then they could start to reduce their dosage. These are essentially food tablets (not drugs) and it
takes a lot of effort to break free from a chemical dependency like this, so I am more aggressive in
the beginning and taper down as the patient progresses. I have these in stock if they would like to try
them. I attached my fee sheet.
God bless.
Dr. J.
Todd:
Sorry he was the only one who did this. I just have no idea how or where you could get one now.
Lord willing I will have your order out tomorrow as we just had the worst snow storm in years and I
don't know if the Post Office will be open. You will get free shipping on the whole order. Between the
discount on the silver and the free shipping this will save you about 75.00 as opposed to ordering
from Invive directly.

Awesome to hear about your wife pregnant friend & your little girl. I have a really strong stomach but
if I ever get an upset stomach I immediately take 2 or 3 of the Okra Pepsin and usually within minutes
the pain is gone. You could even open up the capsules into juice to get a quicker effect. Plus it
actually rebuilds the lining of the stomach and is good for you. See the attachment.
Yes for pink eye the 50ppm is just amazing. I have never seen it fail.
No the silver in the nebulizer would not help with allergies but the one you ordered looks great.
For allergies see the attachment. Personally (as I have always had allergies) I keep a bottle of
Antronex by Standard process nearby. If I have an allergy attack of any kind I take 1-2 tablets and
bite into them and let them sit under my tongue. Before I do this I hit my mouth with just a little
organic peppermint oil (see the attachment) to kill the liver taste of the Antronex. I let this sit under my
tongue for 3-4 minutes and then swallow. This is the fastest way I know of to knock out an allergic
reaction. God bless!
Dr. J.
From: Todd Schroy [mailto:aschroy@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 10:26 PM
To: Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: Re: Product Order Question
Dr. J,
Bummer about the thumb drive. Are you aware of any other 1-stop source of your audio + all the
extra material the thumb drive contained? I trust the material you supply and sincerely appreciate
your devotion and commitment to the Word and exposing evil.
We will take 7 bottles of the 5000ppm at a price of $85.00 each.
We also will take 4 of the Innate Response C-Complete. Will there be a shipping charge for this?
Regarding the Okra Pepsin, my wife's pregnant friend stated she felt relief soon after she started
taking it. That was a few days ago and she has told us each day she has had relief she never had
before. THANK YOU!
Regarding the Silver and Pink Eye, my oldest (5 year old named Hahna pronounced Hannah) came
down with what looked to be Pink Eye Tuesday. I remembered you talking about a diluted silver
solution as a remedy for this. I made the diluted solution and applied a couple drops in the infected
eye (and a couple drops in the other eye just in case) Tuesday night when I got home from work. It
was amazing. The discharge increased in the evening before bed which told me the silver went to
work immediately. I applied a warm washcloth to her infected eye to extract the discharge and then
put a couple more drops in each eye just before she went to bed. Wednesday her eye looked almost
back to normal, but my wife repeated the process 3 x's just to make sure. Today, her eye is back to
normal. PRAISE THE LORD!!!!!! Thank you, Dr. J.
One more question for you. My buddy and his bride moved out to a farm a couple years ago from the
city and now comes down with terrible allergies. Would the silver nebulizer treatment I have heard
you speak about help with this?
Here is a link to the ultrasonic nebulizer we have ordered. The price isn't too bad for what you get. I
was looking at another one for sale, a nice German made one, but it is twice the price and service for
the unit is overseas.

http://www.ebay.com/itm/BRAND-NEW-LUMISCOPE-RECHARGEABLE-PORTABLE-NEBULIZERKIT-/201017675163?ssPageName=ADME:X:RTQ:US:1123
GOD BLESS!!
Todd Schroy
W8012 Prairie Meadows Street
Holmen, WI 54636
414.939.0712
tschroy@gmail.com
Kelsey:
Yes I agree with you and taking these drugs (especially Accutane-which is totally toxic to the liver)
could totally decimate your 5 month old from your breast milk alone. I mean Accutane has killed
people. I would take choline with a good liver & bowel detox for 2 months.
I would Rx:
Choline 6 day (4 bottles total)
Livaplex 3 day (2 bottles total)
SP Cleanse 5 day (2 bottles total)
Spanish Black Radish 3 day (2 bottles total)
This is a very through detox and if you have never detoxed before it would be similar to you never
getting an oil lube and filter for your car, so you would be way overdo. You can research these
products on the drop down bar here: https://www.standardprocess.com/Standard-Process/Home
I attached my fee sheet so you can get an idea of the prices. Consult is free. God bless!
Dr. J.
-----Original Message----From: Kelsey Koehler [mailto:kelseyak88@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 8:57 PM
To: Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: Nursing and acne
Brother Scott,
Thank you so much for your ministry and everything you do for the body of Christ.
I recently heard your post where you spoke about adult acne. I however am nursing a 5 mo old and
we let The Lord decide when we get pregnant, therefore I'm cautious when taking supplements. Is
there anything I can do for my acne? It seems to be getting worse and I'm desperate. My dad is a
dermatologist but he just wants me to take antibiotics, use retin A or take accutane which i wont do. If
it werent so bad i wouldnt bother you about it. i do think its my liver bc i have a few liver spots and
keratosis pilaris as well.
Thank you again we are praying for you and Taylor!
Kelsey Piater
I only know of one thing. Prior to her being exposed to corn or if she is in the throes of an attack.
Have her bite into two Antronex tablets (See: Antronex® ) and hold these under her tongue for 3-4
minutes and then swallow. These do not taste good so I always hit my tongue with a little organic

peppermint oil (see the attachment) prior taking these. I have done this for years when I have an
allergy symptom and it works great.
God bless!
-----Original Message----From: Mario Sanchez [mailto:mario.sanchez.valencia@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 10:24 AM
To: Dr. Scott Johnson
Cc: Jen
Subject: Corn Allergies
Hello Dr Johnson, hope you & your daughter are doing well. I pray The Lord continues to protect both
of you & your ministry.
My wife has been having a serious allergic reaction for the past week. She has hives & redness on
face, neck & arms. She has a corn allergy that was diagnosed a couple of years ago. Anything w/
corn in it or any variation of a corn-based ingredient ( which nowadays, because of GMO, is almost
everything), she is unable to consume.
Any tips on what to take to help her immune system combat or maybe even do away entirely w/ this
allergy? I was thinking part of the solution you might recommend is some of the colloidal silver you
keep mentioning and/or, maybe something else as well along with it???
We would greatly appreciate your feedback & advise on this matter.
Thank you in advance for your assistance & may the Lord continue to bless & look after both of you.
Vaccines and the Peanut Allergy Epidemic
Dr Tim O’Shea DC
Have you ever wondered why so many kids these days are allergic to peanuts? Where did this allergy
come from all of a sudden?
Before 1900, reactions to peanuts were unheard of. Today almost a 1.5 million children in this country
are allergic to peanuts.
What happened? Why is everybody buying EpiPens now?
Looking at all the problems with vaccines during the past decade, [2] just a superficial awareness is
enough to raise the suspicion that vaccines might have some role in the appearance of any novel
allergy among children.
But reactions to peanuts are not just another allergy. Peanut allergy has suddenly emerged as the #1
cause of death from food reactions, being in a category of allergens able to cause anaphylaxis. This
condition brings the risk of asthma attack, shock, respiratory failure, and even death. Primarily among
children.
Sources cited in Heather Fraser’s 2011 book The Peanut Allergy Epidemic suggest a vaccine
connection much more specifically. We learn that a class of vaccine adjuvants – excipients – is a
likely suspect in what may accurately be termed an epidemic. [1]
But let’s back up a little. We have to look at both vaccines and antibiotics in recent history, and the
physical changes the ingredients in these brand new medicines introduced into the blood of children.
ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK AND ALLERGY
Before 1900, anaphylactic shock was virtually unknown. The syndrome of sudden fainting,
respiratory distress, convulsions, and sometimes death did not exist until vaccinators switched from
the lancet to the hypodermic needle. That transformation was essentially complete by the turn of the
century in the western world.

Right at that time, a new disease called Serum Sickness began to afflict thousands of children. A
variety of symptoms, including shock, fainting, and sometimes death, could suddenly result following
an injection.
Instead of covering it up, the connection was well recognized and documented in the medical
literature of the day. Dr Clemens Von Pirquet, who actually coined the word “allergy,” was a leading
researcher in characterizing the new disease. [5] Serum Sickness was the first mass allergenic
phenomenon in history. What had been required for its onset, apparently, was the advent of the
hypodermic needle.
When the needle replaced the lancet in the late 1800s, Serum Sickness soon became a frequent
visitor to the child’s bed. It was a known consequence of vaccinations. Indeed, the entire field of
modern allergy has evolved from the early study of Serum Sickness coming from vaccines.
VACCINE HYPERSENSITIVITY
Von Pirquet recognized that vaccines had 2 primary effects: immunity and hypersensitivity. [5] He
said they were inseparable: the one was the price of the other.
In other words, if we were going to benefit from the effects of mass immunization, we must accept the
downside of mass hypersensitivity as a necessary co-feature. Modern medicine has decided that this
double effect should be kept secret, so they don’t allow it to be brought up much.
Many doctors in the early 1900s were dead set against vaccines for this precise reason. The
advertised benefit was not proven to be worth the risk. Doctors like Walter Hadwen MD, Wm.
Howard Hay, and Alfred Russell Wallace saw how smallpox vaccines had actually increased
the incidence of smallpox. [2,3] Wallace was one of the principal epidemiologists of the age, and
his charts showing the increase in smallpox death from vaccination are unassailable – meticulous
primary sources.
Another landmark researcher of the early 1900s was Dr Charles Richet, the one who coined the term
anaphylaxis. [4] Richet focused on the reactions that some people seemed to have to certain foods.
He found that with food allergies, the reaction came on as the result of intact proteins in the food
having bypassed the digestive system and making their way intact into the blood, via leaky gut.
Foreign protein in the blood, of course, is a universal trigger for allergic reaction, not just in man but in
all animals. [6]
But Richet noted that in the severe cases, food anaphylaxis did not happen just by eating a food. That
would simply be food poisoning.
Food anaphylaxis is altogether different. This sudden, violent reaction requires an initial sensitization
involving injection of some sort, followed by a later ingestion of the sensitized food. Get the shot, then
later eat the food.
The initial exposure creates the hypersensitivity. The second exposure would be the violent, perhaps
fatal, physical event.
Richet’s early work around 1900 was primarily with eggs, meat, milk and diphtheria proteins. Not
peanuts. The value of Richet’s research with reactive foods was to teach us the sequence of allergic
sensitivity leading to anaphylaxis, how that had to take place.
Soon other doctors began to notice striking similarities between food reactions and the serum
sickness that was associated with vaccines. Same exact clinical presentation.
PENICILLIN
Next up was penicillin, which became popular in the 1940s. It was soon found that additives called
excipients were necessary to prolong the effect of the antibiotic injected into the body. The excipients
would act as carrier molecules. Without excipients, the penicillin would only last about 2 hours.
Refined oils worked best, acting as time-release capsules for the antibiotic.
Peanut oil became the favorite, because it worked well, and was available and inexpensive.
Allergy to penicillin became common, and was immediately recognized as a sensitivity to the
excipient oils. To the present day, that’s why they always ask if you’re allergic to penicillin. The allergy
is a sensitivity to the excipients.
By 1953 as many as 12% of the population was allergic to penicillin. [1] But considering the upside
with life-threatening bacterial infections, it was still a good deal – a worthwhile risk.

By 1950 antibiotics were being given out like M&Ms. Soldiers, children, anybody with any illness, not
just bacterial. Despite Alexander Fleming’s severe warnings against prophylactic antibiotics,
antibiotics were given indiscriminately as the new wonder drug. Just in case anything. [7] Only then,
in the 1950s, did peanut allergy begin to occur, even though Americans had been eating peanuts for
well over a century.
Remember – just eating peanuts cannot cause peanut allergy. Except if they are allowed to become
moldy of course, in which case aflatoxins are released. But that’s really not a peanut allergy.
When peanut allergy did appear, the numbers of cases were fairly small and initially it wasn’t even
considered worthy of study.
THE RISE OF VACCINES
The big change came with vaccines. Peanut oils were introduced as vaccine excipients in the mid
1960s. An article appeared in the NY Times on 18 Sept, 1964 that would never be printed today. [8]
The author described how a newly patented ingredient containing peanut oil was added as an
adjuvant to a new flu vaccine, in order to prolong the “immunity.” The oil was reported to act as a time
release capsule, and theoretically enhanced the vaccine’s strength. Same mechanism as with
penicillin.
That new excipient, though not approved in the US, became the model for subsequent vaccines. ([1]
p 103)
By 1980 peanut oil had become the preferred excipient in vaccines, even though the dangers were
well documented. [9] It was considered an adjuvant – a substance able to increase reactivity to the
vaccine. This reinforced the Adjuvant Myth: the illusion that immune response is the same as
immunity [2].
The pretense here is that the stronger the allergic response to the vaccine, the greater will be the
immunity that is conferred. This fundamental error is consistent throughout vaccine literature of
the past century.
Historically, researchers who challenged this Commandment of vaccine mythology did not advance
their careers.!!!
KEEPING PEANUT ADJUVANTS A SECRET
The first study of peanut allergies was not undertaken until 1973. It was a study of peanut excipients
in vaccines. Soon afterwards, and as a result of the attention from that study, manufacturers were no
longer required to disclose all the ingredients in vaccines.
What is listed in the Physicians Desk Reference in each vaccine section is not the full formula. Same
with the inserts. Suddenly after 1973, that detailed information was proprietary: the manufacturers
knew it must be protected. Intellectual property. So now they only were required to describe the
formula in general.
Why was peanut allergy so violent? Adjuvant pioneer Maurice Hilleman claimed peanut oil adjuvants
had all protein removed by refining. [9] The FDA disagreed. They said some peanut protein traces
would always persist [10]- that even the most refined peanut oils still contained some traces of intact
peanut proteins. This was the reason doctors were directed to inject vaccines intramuscular rather
than intravenous – a greater chance of absorption of intact proteins, less chance of reaction.
But all their secret research obviously wasn’t enough to prevent sensitivity. Mother Nature bats last:
no intact proteins in the body. 60 million years of Natural Selection didn’t create the mammalian
immune system for nothing. Put intact proteins, peanut or whatever, for any imagined reason into the
human system and the inflammatory response will fire. And since the goal of oil emulsion adjuvants
was to prolong reactivity in the first place – the notion of time-release – this led to sensitization.
PEANUT ALLERGY EPIDEMIC
Although peanut allergies became fairly common during the 1980s, it wasn’t until the early 1990s
when there was a sudden surge of children reacting to peanuts – the true epidemic appeared. What
changed? The Mandated Schedule of vaccines for children doubled from the 80s to the 90s:
1980 – 20 vaccines
1995 – 40 vaccines
2011 – 68 vaccines!!!

It would be imprudent enough to feed peanuts to a newborn, since the digestive system is largely
unformed. But this is much worse – injecting intact proteins directly into the infant’s body. In 36
vaccines before the age of 18 months.
A new kind of anaphylaxis appeared with peanut reactions: reverse anaphylaxis. (p 172, [1]) The
reaction was not only to the sensitizing antigen, but to the weird new antibodies that had just been
introduced in the human species by the new antigen. Without the usual benefit of the evolutionary
process.
As vaccines doubled between the 1980s and the 1990s, hundreds of thousands of kids were now
exhibiting peanut sensitivities, with frequent cases of anaphylaxis reactions, sometimes fatal.
But nobody talked about it.!!
Following the next enormous increase in vaccines on the Mandated Schedule after 9/11, whereby the
total shot up to 68 recommended vaccines, the peanut allergy soon reached epidemic proportions:
a million children: 1.5% of them. These numbers fit the true definition of epidemic even though that
word has never been used in mainstream literature with respect to peanut allergy, except in Fraser’s
odd little book.

Many researchers, not just Heather Fraser, could see very clearly that
“The peanut allergy epidemic in children was precipitated by childhood injections.”
( [1], p 106)
But with the newfound research, the medical profession will do what they always must do – bury it.
Protect the companies. So no money will be ever allocated from NIH to study the obvious connection
between vaccine excipients and peanut allergy. That cannot happen, primarily because it would
require a control group – an unvaccinated population. And that is the Unspoken Forbidden.
Same line of reasoning that has prevented Wakefield’s work from ever being replicated in a
mainstream US clinical study. No unvaccinated populations. Which actually means no studies whose
outcome could possibly implicate vaccines as a source of disease or immunosuppression. Vaccines
as a cause of an allergy epidemic? Impossible. Let’s definitely not study it.
Instead let’s spend the next 20 years looking for the Genetic Link to the childhood peanut allergy
epidemic…
In such a flawed system, any pretense of true clinical science is revealed as fatally handicapped of
course: we are looking for the truth, wherever our studies shall take us, except for this, and this, and
oh yes, this.
Evidence for the connection between peanut excipients and vaccines is largely indirect today,
because of the circling of the wagons by the manufacturers. It is very difficult to find peanut
excipients listed in the inserts and PDR listings of vaccines. Simple liability.
FRAME OF REFERENCE
So in addition to all the other problems with vaccines delineated in our text, now we have a new one –
peanut oil excipients. Which all by themselves can cause severe, even fatal, episodes of shock, as
well as chronic allergy – irrespective of the mercury, aluminum, formaldehyde, ethylene glycol,
and the attenuated pathogens which the manufacturers do admit to.
Quite a toxic burden to saddle the unprotected newborn with. No wonder the US Supreme Court
refers to vaccines as “unavoidably unsafe.”
Childhood allergies doubled between 1980 and 2000, and have doubled again since that time. [11]
Theories abound. Childhood vaccines doubled at the same time. Why is there a virtual blackout of
viable discussion about this glaring fact?
The epidemic of peanut allergy is just one facet of this much broader social phenomenon. We have
the sickest, most allergic kids of any country, industrialized or not, on Earth. A study of the standard
literature of vaccines is identical to a study of the history of adjuvants – an exercise in cover-up and
dissimulation. Unvaccinated children don’t become autistic. And they don’t go into shock from
eating peanuts.
But there can never be a formal clinical study where the control group is unvaccinated. NIH would
never do that. They cannot. They know the outcome.
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SOURCE
I have no personal experiences with patients taking the mild silver protein for Lupus but on
my website http://www.dr-johnson.com/ (which is put out by Invive Silver & the protocols
listed are submitted by doctors who have treated these conditions) & it says:
LUPUS:
1., erythematosus, discord (DLE)
Invive: 1 TBL of the 5000ppm Invive Mild Silver Protien per day for 24 days then
2 tsp per day
Ag-Cream: Topically on skin lesions b.i.d.
1., erythematosus, systemic (SLE)
NOTE: We have seen dramatic improvement in
these patients with Ag-Therapy. Most patients
have systemic virus infections.
TREAT: Same as for DLE above
1., pernio: see DLE
1., vugaris: see DLE
++To make the AG Cream (AKA Silver Cream) get some Aloe Vera gel and add drops of the
5,000 ppm silver to the gel to the point just before it starts to liquefy.
The current expiration dates on the Invive mild silver protein is 2025 as it is extremely stable.
++Also if I were you (to maximize progress and keep things as simple as possible) I would at
least take one full capful of the IntraMax per day. A 33 0z. bottle would be a 33 day supply.
See:
intraMAX: The Only 415 Ingredient, Liquid, Organic, ALL-IN-ONE Health Supplement
For More Information click here: http://store.druckerlabs.com/intraMAXinfo_s/117.htm
**In order to purchase IntraMAX you have to be referred by a health care professional. So just
use the Professional Referral/Ordering Code: 800 at the following link:
http://store.druckerlabs.com/v/PatientRegistration.aspx
Questions or to order? Call Customer Service toll free at:
888-881-2344
God bless!
Dr. J.
-----Original Message----From: genyaburns@yahoo.com [mailto:genyaburns@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 2:56 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Re: End Time Current Events Newsletter: 12-11-13

Scott,
Its Genya from Alaska.
Thank you for your teaching on Xmas. I am so glad to know the true meaning behind it, and i want no
part in celebrations. I'm a baker though and soon I'm going to have to bake a bunch of holiday stuff if i
want to remain employed. Ick.
Also, the silver you reccomended? Amazing! Its expensive, my goodness, but it worked wonders on
my psoriasis, better than the topical steroids ever did!
Thanks Scott. God bless you. Listening to your teachings has impacted my life in a wonderful way
and i will never be the same again. I thank the Lord for your ministry. Keep up the good work :) Genya
Scott Johnson <drjohnson@ix.netcom.com> wrote:
Larry:
Yes I will pray for her.
It sounds like she may be getting some of the symptoms described below:
4) If an arrhythmia, bundle branch block, murmur or skipped heart beat is present, that indicates
a specific deficiency of a particular portion of the B-Complex family. Particularly the alcohol-soluble B
Complex vitamin factors. The product of choice for this is Vasculin (6/day). This product is
particularly helpful for the electrical problems of the heart that are listed at the beginning of this
paragraph. This is also a very good choice if low blood pressure is present. These specific alcoholsoluble B Complex vitamin factors are also one of the first things to be destroyed in the milling of
grain to make processed flour. As a result we just don't normally get these in our diet. Now if Mitral
Valve Prolapse is an issue it would be necessary to also add in Magnesium 300 in addition to the
Vasculin.
The Vasculin may also help (as much as the body is capable of) in healing the hole in her
heart as it contains a special glandular product to specifically heal heart tissue.
Vasculin Product Detail Sheet & https://www.standardprocess.com/Products/StandardProcess/Vasculin Because this is so serious I would say she would need 9 day (or 3 with meals) on
the Vasculin.
If it were me (unless this is immediately life threatening) I would implement the supplement
first and see how she does. Surgery is a risky proposition.
God bless!
Scott
PS: I have to post the disclaimer below whenever I get into these types of issues.
Disclaimer: It is your constitutional right to educate yourself in the arena of health and medical
knowledge, to seek helpful information and make use of it for the benefit of you and your family. You
are the one responsible for your own health. In order to make decisions in all health matters, you
must educate yourself. The views and nutritional advice expressed by Dr. Scott Johnson are not
intended to be a substitute for conventional medicine. If you have a severe medical condition, see a
competent physician. I do not claim to "cure" disease, my goal is to help you to make physical and
nutritional changes in your own body so that your body can heal itself.

-----Original Message----From: Larry P [mailto:wiseasserpents@live.com]
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 8:10 PM
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: A favor Brother please....

My wife Michelle was hospitalized last night and they discovered a small hole in her heart (pfo) and
irregualr cardiac activity. Would you please say a prayer for her?
Also, is this something that the supplememts you mentioed in relation to the heart can help? In
addition to cardio excercises? Or do you feel surgery (t.e.e.) is the way to proceed?
Thank you for your time Brother.
Larry

From: Jay Pojah [mailto:j_pojah@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 6:39 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Lupus
Good Morning Dr. Johnson
My friend suffer from lupus. What do you recommend for this condition?
Tami:
Yes sorry this was a glitch when I created the newsletter.
See the attachment regarding Eczema. Beyond what is listed (you already have the silver) for leaky
gut (which is also candida related) the main product I have listed for this is:
Okra Pepsin E3--9 day or 3 with meals (This repairs and rebuilds the intestinal lining)
Antornex--1 with meals (this helps to stop the allergic reaction in the intestinal tract)
Flora 20-14--2 day (this is essential to repopulate the intestinal tract with good bacteria-take on an
empty stomach away from the colloidal silver doses).
God bless!
Dr. J.
From: Tami Burke [mailto:tamihebenburke@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 7:51 PM
To: av161177777 .
Subject: part 5
Hi Dr. JohnsonI couldn't play part 5 of your last End Time Current Events. When I click on part 5 the PDF opens
instead.
I have been suffering with eczema my whole life and I now believe I have candida and leaky gut. I eat
very well and do a number of things to be healthy (probiotics, supplements, coconut oil, bone broth,
grass fed meat, organic vegetables, no pre packages or fast food, exercise, I've eliminated wheat,
corn, soy, sugar, etc. and a host of other things) but recently I've had the worst outbreak of eczema
I've ever had. I have the 5000 silver so I will start that immediately.
Thank you,
Tami Burke
From the Doctors Desk Reference link on my website
http://www.dr-johnson.com/ we read:
PSORIASIS or Eczema (Both of which are usually related to a Candida/yeast problem in the
body)
(5000ppm Invive Silver - dose from 2 tsp 5000ppm silver per day by mouth to
I TBL b.i.d. depending on severity of condition
Silver-Cream - topically b.i.d. (This cream is made by combining the 5000ppm silver with

some Emu oil until the Emu oil starts to liquefy)
Emu Oil is very good for Psoriasis as well. If you combine topical Emu Oil application with the
information below you will get quicker results.
NOTE: Always suspect infections in psoriasis. Often environmental factors irritate the
infection causing one to believe an outbreak is from the environment.
*Also virtually all skin cases are related to liver toxicity so a good liver/gallbladder detox
would also be advisable. Livaplex 6/day and Choline 6/day (both by Standard Process) for two
months (or 4-90ct. bottles of each) is an excellent choice.
Dr. Joseph Cardot M.D. from Colorado (The silver that is being referred to in this report is
Invive Mild Silver Protein (MSP) states: Psoriasis(virus in the skin) responds to MSP, applied
topically. Within 3 weeks of treatment (b.i.d.) new normal skin growth is observed. It takes
three to eighteen months of MSP therapy to heal psoriasis.
Eczema
A really simple, inexpensive way to relieve the hallmark itch of eczema is to put a saltwater compress
over the itchy area. You'll want to use a high quality natural salt, such as Himalayan salt. Simply
make a solution with warm water, soak a compress, and apply the compress over the affected area.
You'll be amazed to find that the itching will virtually disappear!
You also want to make sure your skin is optimally hydrated. Skin creams are rarely the answer here,
but rather you'll want to hydrate your skin from the inside out by consuming high quality, animalbased omega-3 fats in your diet, such as krill oil. I also find it helpful to include a bit of gamma linoleic
acid, typically in the form of primrose oil, as this works remarkably well for eczema. Products like "krill
for women" are good for both sexes for this condition as they have both fatty acids.
(Plant-based omega-3s like flax and hemp seed, although decent omega-3 sources in general, will
not provide the clinical benefit you need to reduce inflammation and swelling in your skin.)
Additionally, food allergies play an enormous role in eczema. In my experience, the most common
offending agent is wheat, or more specifically, gluten. Avoiding wheat and other gluten-containing
grains is therefore a wise first step.
Avoiding grains will also reduce the amount of sugar in your system, which will normalize your insulin
levels and reduce any and all inflammatory conditions you may have, including inflammation in your
skin. Other common allergens include milk and eggs. I recommend you do an elimination trial with
these foods as well. You should see some improvement in about a week, sometimes less, after
eliminating them from your diet if either of them is causing you trouble.
Last but not least, vitamin D in the form of sun exposure can be your best friend when dealing with
eczema and other skin conditions, such as psoriasis.
Ideally, you'll want to get your vitamin D from appropriate sunshine exposure because UVB radiation
on your skin will not only metabolize vitamin D, but will also help restore optimal skin function. High
amounts of UVB exposure directly on affected skin – but not so much to cause sunburn! – will greatly
improve the quality of your skin.
If you can't get sufficient amounts of sun during the winter months, a high quality safe tanning bed
can suffice. A safe tanning bed will provide the optimized forms of UVA and UVB wavelengths,
without dangerous EMF exposure.
Dr. Johnson's Healthy Living Newsletter
Fatigue, Yeast/Candida, Antibiotics and Mild Silver Protein (Updated)
In this issue I am posting information from a book entitled "Beyond Antibiotics". This information does
an excellent job of dealing with the subject of Antibiotics. If you break down the word "Antibiotics",
Anti means "against" and Biotic means "life". So the word "antibiotic" is defined as a substance
against life. This fact by itself should raise a red flag in regard to their use. Not to say they are never
needed, but as I have always stated: "You cannot drug your body into good health". As far as a

natural product for boosting the immune system and dealing with yeast/Candida infections, my top
recommendation is the Invive Mild Silver Protein (see below). This should be followed by a cycle of
probiotics to replenish the beneficial bacteria in the intestinal tract (**Only buy refrigerated probiotics
from a health food store). If our society would reach for products like these at the onset of a cold, flu
or yeast infection, we would find ourselves far healthier and rarely in need of antibiotics.
Candida/yeast overgrowth is very prevalent in our society in men and women. A yeast/candida
overgrowth problem is not just a "female issue", as most people have a high amount of candidia/yeast
colonies in their blood stream due to excess carbohydrate and/or alcohol consumption. This can
easily be clinically verified through dark field microscopy. One of the main signs of candida/ yeast
overgrowth is fatigue, as these colonies consume carbohydrates and alcohol as their primary,
preferred fuel source. Most of the time a person who craves excessive carbohydrates or alcohol is
doing so based on the hunger drive of their internal candidia/yeast colonies. In this way a
candidia/yeast overgrowth problem is much like having a microscopic parasite problem throughout
their whole body. The Mild Silver Protein is the most effective product I have ever seen at eradicating
candida/yeast overgrowth in the body. It is so effective that one should start slow when using this
product (See below). Until next time!--Dr. Johnson
Mild Silver Protein-Candida/Yeast Protocols:
CANDIDA / YEAST
2000 ppm, for non-chronic Candida/Yeast (under 6 months)
5000 ppm for chronic Candida/Yeast (over 6 months)
CANDIDA ALBICANS/YEAST OVERGROWTH, SYSTEMIC: Invive is so effective for systemic
Candida that the "die off initial doses are too high, will produce "die off" symptoms. Start
slow (research indicates) 1.25 ml (or 1/4 tsp.) to 2.5 ml (or 1/2 tsp.) of Mild Silver Protein for 5 to 7
days, then 2.5 ml (or 1/2 tsp.) - 5 ml (1 tsp.) for 7 days then 10 ml (or 2 tsp.) per day until
asymptomatic. Dosage should be split up if possible and each dosage should be held in the mouth for
1-2 minute for maximal absorption.
*(When using the above protocol, most patients can consume fruits without harm but avoid
refined/high carbohydrate consumption & alcohol as these substances will feed a Candidia/Yeast
infection)
** Also See Below: "Start up dosage if a high amount of infection or yeast is suspected"
Candida/Yeast Overgrowth of the Mouth (which usually manifests as a white coated tongue) Invive
2000ppm - 2 tsp. per day in 3 oz water, used as a "mouthwash" and then swallowed.
Candida/Yeast Overgrowth on the Skin (which usually manifests as a white spots on the skin) AgCream - apply topically, where needed, b.i.d. For more information or to order go to: www.drjohnson.com
This information is in regard to the original pre-1938 broad spectrum Mild Silver Protein formula that
was used to treat more than 650 different diseases, including viral Infections, bacterial infections, cold
and flu, nasal infections, eye and childhood ear infections, fungal infections, parasitic infections, etc.
totaling over 650 different Disease organisms-(Science Journal 1978). It was so effective against
yeast (Candida) infections that only 1/2 teaspoon could be taken the first 7 days because it would kill
the yeast too quickly if more than 1/2 teaspoon was administered. This formula has been used by
over 1 million people from the years 1902 to 1978 without any drug reaction or interaction, as
opposed to conventional drugs which kill hundreds of thousands of US citizens annually.
In comparison to a 4 ounce 10PPM (parts per million) Colloidal Silver that is commonly sold in health
food stores for 20.00. It would take 500 four ounce bottles of 10PPM Colloidal Silver (or 10,000.00
worth) to equal one four ounce 5000 PPM bottle of the Mild Silver Protein listed at $99.95 per bottle.
So in actuality this product is extremely cost effective. The 5000 PPM strength can also be diluted to
make other strengths and as a result is by far the best value. At one time I answered medical
questions for a company that made a 20 ppm colloidal silver solution. The president of the company

told me that he had far more invested in the packaging of the silver than the colloidal silver itself.
Invive Mild Silver Protein: The Ultimate Immune System Product For Colds, Flu's and Infections.
www.dr-johnson.com
The March 1978 issue of Science Digest, in an article, 'Our Mightiest Germ Fighter,' reported: . . . "An
antibiotic kills perhaps a half-dozen different disease organisms, but silver kills some 650. Resistant
strains fail to develop."
"Colloidal Silver . . . killed every virus that was tested in the lab,"
UCLA Medical Center.

Start up dosage if a high amount of infection or yeast is suspected: Mild Silver Protein (5000 2000 PPM):
This product does not taste good but it is vitally necessary for your success. You need to hold each
dosage of silver under the tongue/cheeks for at least one minute. This gets it into your blood stream.
All the information you need to know is on the label. Follow the label as much as you can. But
initially follow the dosage I recommend on this sheet.
Also remember that this product will leave a film on your teeth that can easily be dealt with by
brushing your teeth after you have swallowed a given dosage.
Important: Start by taking 1-2 drops of the mild silver protein under the tongue twice per day. If you
feel alright, double the dose the next day. Keep doubling the dosage until you are at 1-1/2 tsp. twice
a day. The reason you need to do this is if you have a problem with Yeast/Candida; which is a high
likelihood in most cases. See the sheet I included at the end of this email for further explanation. This
protocol would be maintained for 1-3 months or until the symptoms started to dramatically improve.
At that point the dosage would be cut in half and the patient would continue to be observed.
Remember you may feel worse before you get better. That is quite common and part of the healing
process.
Because the Mild Silver Protein is so effective against yeast infections; one can only start out at the
following dosage "if" one has a systemic (full blown/rampant) Yeast/Candida infection: If you are
unsure play it safe and start with the dosages below:
1st day- 1-2 (drops) twice a day--2nd day- 4 (drops) twice a day--3rd day- 8 (drops) twice a day--4th
day- 16 (drops) twice a day
5th day- 1/4 tsp. twice a day--6th day- 1/2 tsp. twice a day--7th day- 1 tsp. twice a day--8th day- 2 tsp.
twice a day
If at anytime (during the 8 days mentioned above) one starts having extreme flu-like symptoms,
(which is due to the healing crisis of toxins given off by the dying bacteria (NOT by the silver): One
must hold at the above dosage and not move onto the next level until the flu-like/detoxification
symptoms are gone. The proof is: Give this silver to a healthy person and nothing (as far as
symptoms) will occur.--Dr. Johnson
For more information or to order go to: www.dr-johnson.com
ANTIBIOTICS
Beyond Antibiotics is the title of a new book by two medical doctors, Keith Sehnert and Lendon Smith,
and a nutrition consultant, Michael Schmidt. These gutsy authors challenge one of the most sacred
cows of conventional medicine, the widespread use of antibiotics. I have drawn information from the
book to write this article.
Doctors prescribe antibiotics at what can only be termed an incredible rate. According to

several studies, obstetricians and gynecologists write 2,645,000 antibiotic prescriptions every week.
Internists prescribe 1,416,000 per week. This works out to 211,172,000 prescriptions annually, just
for the two specialties! Pediatricians prescribe over $500 million worth of antibiotics annually just for
one condition, ear infections. The intent of this article is not to suggest that antibiotics should not be
used. They obviously can be life-saving. However, many health authorities are beginning to admit
that antibiotics are overprescribed, creating problems that are worse than the original condition. Let
us examine antibiotics more carefully in light of recent findings.
MYTHS ABOUT ANTIBIOTICS: Among the prevalent myths about antibiotics are the following three:
Myth #1. Antibiotics are responsible for the decline in infectious disease. Sorry, but it just isn't so. In
Beyond Antibiotics, the authors use graphs to trace the incidence of the major infectious diseases
from 1900 to 1973. The diseases include measles, scarlet fever, tuberculosis, typhoid fever,
pneumonia, influenza, whooping cough, diphtheria and polio. All were in decline for several decades
before the introduction of antibiotics or vaccines. After reviewing the data, researchers John
McKinlay and Sonja McKinlay at Boston University concluded that ".. at most, 3.5% of the total
decline in mortality since 1900 could be ascribed to medical measures introduced for the diseases
considered here". Improved nutrition and improved sanitation and hygiene were far more important
than the 'wonder drugs' or vaccines to reduce these diseases.
Myth 2. Antibiotics are useful against colds and flu. It should be common knowledge that antibiotics
are only helpful for bacterial infections. However, many physicians continue to prescribe them for
viral conditions such as colds and flu. The rationale is to prevent secondary bacterial infection. This
would be fine, except for myth #3 below, the dangers of antibiotics. Given the dangers of antibiotics, it
is prudent in most cases not to take antibiotics for colds and flues. They can worsen the situation and
prolong recovery.
Myth #3. Antibiotics are harmless. This is the most insidious myth. It leads to overprescribing, and
blinds physicians and the public to the dangers of antibiotics, described in the next section.
Meanwhile, safer methods of avoiding and treating infections are ignored on the premise that the
antibiotics will take care of everything. The Physicians Desk Reference lists the adverse effects of
antibiotics. Anyone who is taking an antibiotic (or any other medication) should read about the
adverse effects. This can help prevent nasty surprises. The interaction between antibiotics and other
medications should also be noted. In addition to the side effects and cautions described in books,
antibiotics present other problems that are described below.
PROBLEMS WITH ANTIBIOTICS
The list of problems with antibiotics is quite long. Some are common and well known. Others are
subtle but no less important. I have divided the adverse effects into nine categories:
1) Allergic Reactions. I used to worry every time I prescribed penicillin as an medical intern. It had
been explained that every once in a while a patient would have a fatal allergic reaction to it, and that if
I practiced medicine long enough someone would die in my office after a shot of penicillin. While this
is uncommon, other allergic reactions to antibiotics occur frequently. Not only can the drug cause a
reaction, but most antibiotics contain chemical colors, sugar and other additives that can trigger a
reaction in sensitive individuals.
2. Destruction of normal bowel flora. Like pesticides, antibiotics kill good bugs along with the bad
ones. Wide-spectrum antibiotics are notorious for this. The human intestine has a somewhat
delicate ecology in which certain bugs help digest food, produce certain vitamins, and maintain a
balance of organisms that prevents harmful bacteria and yeast from multiplying. Wide-spectrum
antibiotics derange the normal ecology of the intestine. This can cause parasitic infection, vitamin
deficiencies, loss of minerals through diarrhea, inflammation of the gut, malabsorption syndromes and
development of food allergies due to defects in intestinal function.
3. Development of resistant bugs. An article in Science Magazine, August 1992, stated, "Doctors in
hospitals and clinics around the world are losing the battle against an onslaught of new drug-resistant
bacterial infections including staph, pneumonia, strep, tuberculosis, dysentery and other diseases that
are costly and difficult, if not impossible, to treat". Bacteria have a certain ability to mutate.

Antibiotics kill bacteria that are susceptible to their action, but this leaves the field open for mutant
strains to multiply even more. It is a case of survival of the fittest. The use of antibiotics actually
encourages the development of the mutant, drug-resistant super-bacteria.
4. Immune Suppression. This may sound odd, as the purpose of antibiotics is presumably to help the
immune system. However, evidence indicates that people treated with antibiotics have more repeat
infections than those who are not treated. This is especially true of children whose ear infections are
treated with antibiotics. In fact, antibiotics do not aid the immune system. They replace one of its
functions. Antibiotics act by inhibiting certain enzymatic processes of bacteria, and by changing
mineral balances. Normal cells, however, are also affected. This may be one reason why antibiotics
weaken the immune system. Other toxic effects of antibiotics, such as the effect upon the normal
bowel flora, may also contribute to a weaker immune system. The latest research on AIDS indicates
that a risk factor for AIDS is an impaired immune system, which can be due to a history of repeated
antibiotic use. Oops!
5. Overgrowth of Candida ALBICANS. Normally, candida ALBICANS, a common yeast, lives
peacefully in our intestines and elsewhere, in harmony with other flora that keep the yeast in check.
Take an antibiotic and all this changes. By suppressing the normal flora, candida takes over and
problems begin. In its mild form the result is diarrhea or a yeast infection. Far more serious is the
growing problem of chronic muco-cutaneous yeast infection. This is described in books such as The
Yeast Connection and The Yeast Syndrome. It is a major iatrogenic illness today, and a very
debilitating and potentially fatal condition. One of the prime risk factors for chronic candida infection
is repeated antibiotic use.
6. Chronic fatigue syndrome. This is another 'new' health plague. It is associated with chronic viral
illness and a weakened immune system. While its exact origins are not clear, one of the major risk
factors for chronic fatigue syndrome is - you guessed it - repeated antibiotic use.
7. Nutrient Loss. Nutrient loss from antibiotics is due in part to diarrhea, which causes a loss of
essential minerals. Destruction of friendly bacteria in the intestines can also impair the synthesis of
certain vitamins in the intestines. While not a major cause of malnutrition, antibiotic usage may be
another factor contributing to poor nutrition and thus a weakened body chemistry.
8. Treating an effect, not a cause. Antibiotics only address the end-stage result of a weakened body
chemistry - bacterial invasion. The bacteria may only be there to "mop up" the biological debris that
are present because the body is too weak to eliminate the poisons. Fever is one way the body burns
up toxic substances. Providing it does not get out of hand, the infectious process can serve a useful
purpose. Cutting short the process with antibiotics aborts the cleansing function of a fever and
impairs long-term health. Horse manure, you might say. No it is not. I know this because on tissue
mineral tests, there are clear indicators of increased susceptibility to infections. The indicators are: 1)
a low energy level, 2) a low sodium/potassium ratio, 3) toxic levels of mercury, copper, or cadmium,
and 4) low zinc. In hundreds of cases, when these imbalances are corrected, the tendency for
infections decreases drastically. In other words, healthy people do not get as many infections.
Infections do not strike randomly. There is a logic to infections, and the underlying causes can be
addressed. This line of reasoning traces back to the famous debate between Pasteur and
Beauchamp. Dr. Pasteur insisted that germs are the cause of disease. His colleague, Beauchamp,
insisted that the health of the host was more important than the germs. On his death bed, Pasteur
was said to have declared that Beauchamp was correct - "the host is everything, the germs are
nothing". Orthodox medicine, however, embraced Pasteur's view, and ignored Beauchamp. It is time
to focus more on the person, and less on the germs.
9. High cost. Millions of doctor visits and prescriptions for antibiotics add up to a major expense.
While penicillin is not expensive, other newer antibiotics are quite costly. These newer antibiotics are
used more frequently today due to the presence of penicillin-resistant strains of bacteria. We must
also include in the cost of antibiotics the cost of allergic reactions, candida albicans infections, repeat
infections, development of resistant organisms and immune suppression. The cost is justified if life is
at stake. However, if less toxic and less costly alternatives can be used, shouldn't these be tried

first? Bringing health care costs under control is not just a matter of eliminating waste and
inefficiency. We need methods of healing that build up the health of the people, not tear it down.
REDUCING THE NEED FOR ANTIBIOTICS
Steps to avoid the need for antibiotics can be divided into two areas: prevention of infection, and
alternative treatment of infections.
Preventing Infections: Preventing infections is a part of taking back control over your life and health.
You can do a lot to prevent infections. Much of it involves common sense. Cleanliness matters.
Wash your hands several times daily, wash wounds, dress properly in cold weather, and obtain
adequate rest and sleep. Proper hygiene and sanitation are measures we often take for granted.
Reduce your exposure to toxic chemicals, both in food and in the environment. Drink pure
water, and as much as possible breathe clean air. Definitely don't drink swamp water. Throw away
your toxic cleaning agents and solvents, and look for less toxic alternatives. Avoid silver amalgam
dental fillings, and consider having your dental amalgams changed to other materials. Mercury used
in amalgams is known to inhibit the immune system. A healthful diet is critical. Adequate intake of
nutrients including vitamins and minerals are important for the immune system. Fresh, natural,
unsprayed foods contain much higher amounts of nutrients than the processed and artificial 'junk'
foods so commonly eaten today. Do your best to find meats that are antibiotic-free and hormonefree. Healthful eating habits are as important as what you eat. Eat slowly in a relaxed manner, and
chew thoroughly.
Adequate thyroid activity is important for the immune system. The Barnes temperature test is
a much better indicator of thyroid activity than the standard blood tests for thyroid hormones. Upon
awakening, if your body temperature reads low several mornings in a row, it is likely that your thyroid
is underactive. This can be corrected through supplementation. If a trace mineral analysis reveals
toxic metals, low zinc, a low sodium/potassium ratio or low energy, this indicates increased
susceptibility to infection and can be corrected.
Your thoughts and attitudes affect your immune system. Fears and worries tend to weaken
the immune system, while positive, inspiring thoughts have a beneficial effect. Deep breathing, which
helps oxygenate the blood, has a very beneficial effect upon the immune system. Saunas, steam
baths and other natural health practices also help prevent infections.
Alternatives for Treating Infections:
In case of an infection, don't ignore it! Even a simple cold, ear ache, or infected cut can turn
into a serious problem. There is no reason to wait even a day to apply natural methods. Simple
measures can be surprisingly effective. If you are ill, reduce your food intake. When fever is present,
fasting on water or liquids only is very helpful. To reduce fever, sponge the person with water or a
mixture of water and alcohol. Don't use aspirin or Tylenol to reduce a fever. Sponging allows the
fever reaction to proceed in a healthful manner. Tylenol or aspirin slows the fever reaction and can
prolong the illness. It also introduces another toxic drug. Bed rest is very important! Children who
are sick should not be sent to school. These simple measures are often forgotten in the belief that
the 'wonder drugs' will take care of everything, and that rest is not important. This is a common cause
of complications or slow recovery.
Many excellent natural remedies are available. A patented Olive leaf extract called d-Lenolate
is very helpful for promoting immunity and getting over infections. Herbs such as garlic, echinacea,
golden seal, lomatium, and astralagus are helpful. Citrus seed extract has antimicrobial properties
and can be helpful. Essential plant oils such as eucalyptus, tea tree, and thyme have anti-bacterial
and anti-fungal properties. Herbs and vitamins should be started at the first sign of infection. Goodquality colloidal silver, an old remedy, is also safe and excellent for many infections. Adequate
dosages are important.
Natural methods often work quickly, but may take longer to work than antibiotics. Patience and
persistence is essential. Each person and each situation is different. It is essential to aggressively
use the natural remedies. I meet many people who do not want to take antibiotics, but who fail to
apply the natural remedies or do so haphazardly. Then they wonder why their infections linger on

and on. Many of us have weakened immune systems due to environmental stresses and toxins,
even if we do our best to take care of ourselves. Therefore the use of appropriate remedies is very
important. Consult a knowledgeable person if you are not sure what to do.
CONCLUSION: Antibiotics are an important class of medications that save many lives. However,
antibiotics are often overprescribed and recommended when simple natural remedies would do.
Antibiotics also have many side effects. A more balanced approach is to begin living so as to
enhance and keep your immune system strong. If an infection occurs, apply harmless and simple
natural measures immediately. Ask for help if you are not sure how to do this. Most often, the
natural methods work very well. Reserve the antibiotics for when they are appropriate, which is
usually only as a last resort.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dr. Johnson's Comment: Invive Mild Silver Protein is made under Pharmaceutical GMP (Good
Manufacturing Practices) with double check off lists. The silver that is used is the finest
available and is the same silver used in the 1938 Edition, 12th Volume of the British
Encyclopedia of Medical Practice: Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons. The
Compounds used to make this silver are identical as the silver compounds used in burn
wards across America. As a result they can achieve uniform particle size between (.005 and
.015 microns) which is something most companies have a very hard time doing. Now this
particle size is much smaller than a bacterium which are approximately .5 microns. Therefore
Invive silver particles can go wherever the bacteria are "because" the Invive particles are 100
times "smaller" than a bacteria, as Inivive's smallest particles start at 005.
Today's modern antibiotics kill over 100,000 Americans per year, and cause horrendous liver
and kidney damage, failure, and death, whereas the pre-1938 Mild Silver Protein
formulation that has never caused one death. For more information or to order go to: www.drjohnson.com
Scott Johnson, D.C. Email: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Disclaimer: It is your constitutional right to educate yourself in the arena of health and
medical knowledge, to seek helpful information and make use of it for the benefit of you and
your family. You are the one responsible for your own health. In order to make decisions in
all health matters, you must educate yourself. The views and nutritional advice expressed by
Dr. Scott Johnson are not intended to be a substitute for conventional medicine. If you have a
severe medical condition, see a competent physician. I do not claim to "cure" disease, my
goal is to help you to make physical and nutritional changes in your own body so that your
body can heal itself.
OK Lawrence this is what you actually need regarding what you are requesting below:
http://www.privacyworld.com/5mastercard.html or http://www.ptshamrock.com/atmcc.html or
http://www.ptshamrock.com/covisa.html These are not cheap (in comparison to a 5.00 Greendot) but
for what you are asking for, this is specifically what you need. I have been on the email lists of these
companies for many years so I believe they are totally reputable. There are many options at these
links.
The Greendot I use is a debit card that I reload and pay certain bills that I cannot pay by mail. It does
require my SS# and name and address associated with it, but like I said before the i-r-s really
started to leave me alone when I shut down my US postal mailing box (and switched to a private
mailing box) and I closed my bank account (Those companies above also offer options for
anonymous banking). Also it was at this time I started praying Psalm 64 pretty much every day.
Trust me there is something special about that Psalm and I am not the only one who has found that
out. When you read Psalm 64 you will quickly see why.

I thought I was going to have to use one of the cards at the links (I provided above) years ago when I
was in a similar position as yours, but so far I have not had to, Praise the Lord!
Also you may want to get rid of your regular cell and home phone that is associated with your name
and use something like a Trac phone which you can get at any drug store. You can register these
online and use any anonymous information you choose, but unfortunately this is not the case for any
credit/debit card that you can easily get in the USA. The bottom line with all these suggestions you
are trying to make yourself as small a target as possible. If you present yourself as a unappetizing
option they generally move on. You also don't want to have anything in your name as the i-r-s
are lazy devils that like easy targets. These are the best, most cost effective LLC's I know of to hide
your assets: http://jjluna.com/Resources-LLCs
These companies I listed above could also advise you on many aspects of privacy you may be
interested in.
Scott

Wow!!! I will play this video in an upcoming teaching.
This reminds me of this teaching I did back in 2006:
Churches Fleecing the Flock With ATM’s: Automatic Tithing Machines!!
December 24th, 2006 by Dr. Scott Johnson | Posted under Current Events and Bible Study.
Churches Fleecing the Flock With ATM’s: Automatic Tithing Machines!!
12/24/2006
external link to http://www.securegive.com/products.html
We will start this teaching by going over a couple of email exchanges I recently had. The second
exchange deals with a debate I had with a nudist who tried to justify her actions as Biblical. Then we
will cover the newest trend in Churches: ATM’s (referred to as Automatic Tithing Machines!!) These
are also being referred to as the “Next Generation Collection Plates”. The pastor interviewed said it
helped the church to increase its collection $money$ by 18% which has really helped “BUSINESS” at
this 501c3, government/IRS controlled, corporate church.
-----Original Message----From: james [mailto:bess7575@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 7:53 PM
To: Contending for Truth by Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: [Contending for Truth: ] More 501c3 corporate whore madness
Brother I just had to share this with you.
Biometric Tithing Machines at Calvary Church
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOeqgwo6eRY
God bless
Click Below to View Kiosk Models
Giving Kiosks
 The Metro Kiosk
 The Boston Kiosk
 The iPad Kiosk
 The Table Top Kiosk
 The Savannah Kiosk
'Martyr killings' of Christians on the rise across the world

Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rw7mtf_wCEg
New Pope Speaks for Political Salvation--The new Jesuit pope continues his campaign for
unity of world religions but now has spoken in favor of the forces driving toward one-world
government. Read article

1Jo 5:4 For whatsoever is born of God overcometh the world: and this is the victory that
overcometh the world, even our faith.
1Jo 5:5 Who is he that overcometh the world, but he that believeth that Jesus is the Son of
God?
Rev 2:7 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; To him that
overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the midst of the paradise of God.
Rev 2:11 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; He that
overcometh shall not be hurt of the second death.
Rev 2:17 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; To him that
overcometh will I give to eat of the hidden manna, and will give him a white stone, and in the
stone a new name written, which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth it.
Rev 2:26 And he that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I give power
over the nations:
Rev 3:5 He that overcometh, the same shall be clothed in white raiment; and I will not blot out
his name out of the book of life, but I will confess his name before my Father, and before his
angels.
Rev 3:12 Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no
more out: and I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God,
which is new Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven from my God: and I will write upon
him my new name.
Rev 3:21 To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my throne, even as I also
overcame, and am set down with my Father in his throne.
Rev 21:7 He that overcometh shall inherit all things; and I will be his God, and he shall be my
son.
Jhn As the Father knoweth me, even so know I the Father: and I lay down my life for the
10:15 sheep.
And other sheep I have, which are not of this fold: (Comment: Meaning they
Jhn
were not Jews but Gentiles) them also I must bring, and they shall hear my
10:16
voice; and there shall be one fold, and one shepherd.
OK well then you can quote her the verses above (spoken by Jesus) which are clearly in reference to
the Gentiles. True Jesus Christ initially came to His own (the Jews) but His own received him not
according to John chapter 1 but afterwards when the apostles were commissioned there was a
shifting of emphasis to the Gentiles.
Act And when Silas and Timotheus were come from Macedonia, Paul was pressed in the
18:5 spirit, and testified to the Jews that Jesus was Christ.
And when they opposed themselves, and blasphemed, he shook his raiment, and said
Act
unto them, Your blood be upon your own heads; I am clean: from henceforth I will go
18:6
unto the Gentiles.
Then we can look at these verses:
Gal ¶
3:26
For ye are all the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus.
Gal
For as many of you as have been baptized into Christ have put on Christ.
3:27
Gal There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither

3:28
Gal
3:29

male nor female: for ye are all one in Christ Jesus.
And if ye be Christ's, then are ye Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the
promise.

From: Nica [mailto:nicarae2000@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 4:20 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Dogs eat the master's scraps
Good Afternoon, Dr. Scott!
I have a bible question and I am stumped.
I previously had a conversation with a somewhat deluded Christian who was trying to to explain to me
that Christ did not come to save the Gentiles, but only the Jews. She referenced
Matthew 15:22-28. In verse 24 Jesus said, But he answered and said, "I am not sent but unto the lost
sheep of the house of Israel" and she focused verse 26-27,
"But he answered and said, It is not meet to take the children's bread, and to cast it to dogs.
And she said, Truth, Lord: yet the dogs eat of the crumbs which fall from their masters' table."
Her explaination is in reference to the Gentiles as dogs and that we are to receive the leftovers of
what the Jews didn't want! I'm no bible scholar, but something is not right in her interpretation!
I realized she is delude because she was reading from an NIV and attends a 501c3 faithful. I could
not, at that point, discern its meaning and I hope you are able to shed some light!
Thanks in advance!!
I have listened to your teaching on imprecatory prayer a few times already because of other situations
we have been put in. This man had the nerve to walk back in and say, "I had a talk with Jesus and He
says it's ok." I was thinking I bet you did, freak!
Then as we're leaving he tells me he wants to give me a hug good bye. I say, "No thank you. " as
we're walking out. My daughter and I prayed over my sister in the driveway and I was telling her she
just had to leave him, then she was texting me telling me she's confused and that she was going to
get still in God's presence. I tell her she can do all the getting still she wants to after she leaves him.
I also asked him how he can profess to be a Christian and be fine with living with my sister outside of
marriage. He says the whole, we're married in God's eyes all this stuff. I called him on it all, through
the power of the Holy Ghost.
I will pray over my children. I pray that my sister will break free of his control, breaks my heart for her.
You can share any of this with your listeners, whatever you feel may be helpful. I am grateful to God
for bringing me to your teachings because there is no way I would have known how to stand up to this
evil.
God bless you!

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Note® 8.0, an AT&T 4G LTE tablet

-------- Original message -------From: Scott Johnson <drjohnson@ix.netcom.com>
Date: 11/14/2013 2:19 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: 'Rachel' <rachelwroteit@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: New eAudio: End Time Current Events: 11-10-13
What a flagrant devil!!! This guy is practicing all the occult mind control tricks in the book. He is an
occultist trying to get control over you and your children like he has over your sister. This guy is pure
evil and trying to get you under his control and to doubt your faith. Plead the blood of Jesus Christ
against him and pray that the Lord Jesus Christ strip him bare of all power he (or anyone working with
him) has and that any curses he tried to impart to your family would be cancelled. Also see this
attachment and the teaching below which is very important regarding this subject. God bless!
Imprecatory Prayer – Psalm 64 – Gods Judgment on Wickedness – A Christians ‘Door of
Hope’
PS: If there is anything you would like me to share with my listeners about this just let me know
(keeping you totally anonymous).
From: Rachel [mailto:rachelwroteit@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:37 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: RE: New eAudio: End Time Current Events: 11-10-13
Scott,
Wow, I hope you and Taylor are well. My children and I are on our way home back to FL from a trip to
MN where we attended a wedding.
I thought our most eventful moment was when my daughter got stopped by a police officer at 2AM.
Until we met my sister's fiancee who creeped us out from the start. We stayed with her for one night,
my daughter felt huge spiritual attacks in the middle of the night to the point where she was
trembling. She and my son came to me and we prayed until she was ready to sleep.
The next morning I was telling my sister about John Todd and about demons in the music and how
we have much more evil around us than we can even imagine... Her fiancé told me that I was limited
in power to which I told him that since Jesus gave me His Holy Spirit, that I have all His power in me.
He kept saying that we're limited in power as humans and that he is a Christian warrior.
He told me that I didn't need to think about witches and evil because there was nothing I could do, I
told him that of course I could do something, pray against it. Then this man tells me to look into his
eyes, "Look into my eyes, I want to know that you're mine." I was physically shaking and said, "I'm
not yours. I belong to Jesus." At this he got up and walked out.
I told my sister that she needs to get away from that man, that he was evil, not of God. I found out
the next day that he either is or believes he is a shahman. He tried to give us gifts, of which I told him
we would not accept. He did not touch my daughter or me but he did hug my son, I didn't realize
what he was at that time. Do you think that he could have passed something onto my son when he
touched him? Do you know if there's anything I need to do to make sure Andrew (my son) is ok?

He also said something about taking my sister in the woods with him so I don't know what he did to
her and she was really living for The Lord before she met this man so of course the devil would want
to get to her. I am covering her in prayer. Please let me know your thoughts. Thank you as always,
Rachel, Amanda, and Andrew
Natural “Clocks” Prove a Young Earth!
Don Boys, Ph.D.
http://donboys.cstnews.com/natural-clocks-prove-a-young-earth
Since none of us were present at the Earth’s beginning, we must be careful in our assessment as to
its date. I suggest we use science, scrutiny, and Scripture to make that determination. However,
evolutionists, instead of using correct science, common sense, and confirmed Scriptures, insist on
using junk science to arrive at dates that will support their house of cards.
“But,” say some sincere Christians, “everyone knows the Earth is billions of years old.” How do we
know that? Genesis surely does not indicate an old age for the Earth, and neither does science. We
have been brainwashed through our education, the media, and our associates and have purchased
another gold brick sold by thumb-sucking liberals.
“Well,” says another “isn’t it possible that God could have created the world over a long period of
time?” Of course it is possible, and even if one admitted it was also probable, that wouldn’t make it
true. God could have done it any way He wanted, but the evidence and the Bible clearly indicate a
young Earth.
According to a group of mathematicians, all of whom were evolutionists, it would have taken not five
billion years for man to evolve but billions of times longer! So they need even more time for their
myth. Of course, the age of the Earth has been increased by scientists for many years to mold current
thinking to fit their implausible story. In Darwin’s day, the Earth was only 100 million years old, but
now we are told it is at least 4.5 billion years old!
The estimated ages for an ancient Earth are usually based on “clocks” that are unreliable,
uncalibrated, and unknowable. A good example is the coral growth rates that were thought to require
hundreds of thousands of years, but now it is believed that no coral formation need be over 3,500
years old! There are many such proofs of a young Earth, yet blind evolutionists keep demanding an
old Earth.
Similar to coral formations, stalactite and stalagmite formations in caves are said to take long ages to
form proving the Earth is ancient; but now we know that the evidence is specious, and such growth
can form in only a few years. The cave guides can prate on and on about the “ancient” formations,
but the evidence refutes their canned spiel.
A curtain of stalactites, some five feet in length, grows from the foundation ceiling beneath the Lincoln
Memorial in Washington, D.C. The memorial was built in 1923, so those stalactites have been
produced in less than a hundred years!
Further evidence of non-uniformitarianism relating to stalagmites is found in the Carlsbad (NM)
Caverns where a bat was found encased inside a stalagmite! That is impossible if many years are
necessary to form stalagmites and stalactites because the bat would have decayed or been eaten by
predators in a very short period of time. Looks as if we have to discard another “clock” used by
evolutionists to prove an ancient Earth.

The Great Barrier Reef is less than 4,200 years old and that date is ascertained because we know
the growth rate for the last 25 years.
Geologists know that each stratum of sedimentary rock laid on top of each other show no signs of
erosion as they were laid down over “millions” of years. Everyone knows that exposure of stratum
over millions of years would have resulted in massive erosion. However, the record shows the
opposite. That is because “millions of years” is a myth. The stratums were laid during and after the
Flood so there was no time for erosion.
Another indication of a young Earth are large trees (which pass through several rock layers vertically)
that could not have stood upright for millions of years without rotting while they were slowly buried.
These polystrate fossils were buried during the Flood.
Thick layers of “rock” bent without fracturing, indicate that the rock was soft when bent and no doubt
happened following the Flood of Noah. Firm strata will break but it will not bend except in the
evolutionary textbooks.
Red blood cells and hemoglobin have been found in some (unfossilized!) dinosaur bones but that’s
impossible. Not even the most fanatical evolutionist declares that bones can lie in strata for 65 million
years and still be “fresh.” So, obviously those dinosaur bones were not millions of years old.
Moreover, evolutionists told us that it takes thousands or maybe millions of years for wood to petrify
but now we know that wood can petrify in less than a hundred years!
We have been taught that oil was produced deep in the Earth about 25,000,000 years ago; however,
high grade oil has been produced out of cow manure in a laboratory in twenty minutes! And there
goes another one!
The Earth can’t be almost five billion years old because the rivers of the world have been constantly
carrying sodium to the ocean, and if the world were 4.5 billion years old, there would be much more
sodium in the ocean than there is!
Studies have been done to chart the volume and rate of sediment accumulation in the Mississippi
delta, and that area could not be much older than 4,000 years! The age is found by dividing the
weight of sediments deposited yearly into the total weight of the delta. If the Earth were only a few
million years old, the Gulf of Mexico would be full of sediment!
The oldest living things on Earth, according to the American Forestry Association, are the bristlecone
pines that grow on the White Mountains of California. They are at least 4,600 years old, no doubt
having sprung up from seeds soon after the Flood. Again, an indication of a young Earth. And if the
world is ancient, there should be trees much older than 5,000 years.
There is an average 7 or 8 inches of top soil that sustains all of life on the Earth, while the Earth
beneath the top soil is as dead as the moon. Scientists tell us that the combination of plants, bacterial
decay and erosion will produce six inches of top soil in 5,000 to 20,000 years. If the Earth had been
here for 5 billion years, we should have much more top soil than the 7 or 8 inches.
Newspapers in March of 1980 reported that the sun’s diameter appears to have been decreasing by
about one-tenth percent per century. That means the sun is shrinking about five feet per hour, and
that’s no problem if you are a Creationist. But, you have big trouble if you are an evolutionist!
Dennis Petersen aptly addressed this problem: “If the sun existed only 100,000 years ago it would
have been double its present diameter. And only twenty million years ago the surface of the sun

would be touching the Earth.” (Emphasis his.) But then we know that didn’t happen, don’t we?
Obviously the Earth and the universe are very young.
We are told that man has been on the Earth one million years, but the population does not reflect that
age. There would not be enough room for people to stand if the population grew at the same rate as
the Jewish people, a reasonable standard. The Jews started with Jacob about 3,700 years ago, and
there are 14,000,000 Jews in the world today. So, assuming 2.4 children per family, and a life-span of
43 years, the world would be packed with people if man had been on the Earth only one million years.
That is considering the almost perpetual malice, mistreatment and murder of Jews.
Make no mistake, evolutionists must have an ancient Earth or their house of cards comes
tumbling down, so they have influenced, inculcated, and indoctrinated many people with their “billions
of years.” They made an assumption and jumped to the wrong conclusion.
Assumptions are necessary in science; however, facts must be added to support or refute an
assumption. Evolution is a belief system; in fact, it is a very religious system!
While evolutionists prate on and on about the ages of the rocks, we Creationists will stand firmly on
the Rock of Ages.
It’s a young world after all!
http://bit.ly/1iMLVfY Watch these 8 minute videos of my lecture at the University of North Dakota: “A
Christian Challenges New Atheists to Put Up or Shut Up!”
(Dr. Don Boys is a former member of the Indiana House of Representatives, author of 15 books,
frequent guest on television and radio talk shows, and wrote columns for USA Today for 8 years. His
shocking book, ISLAM: America's Trojan Horse!; Christian Resistance: An Idea Whose Time Has
Come–Again!; and The God Haters are all available at Amazon.com. These columns go to
newspapers, magazines, television, and radio stations and may be used without change from title
through the end tag. His web sites are www.cstnews.com and www.Muslimfact.com and
www.thegodhaters.com. Contact Don for an interview or talk show.)
"Like" Dr. Boys on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/CSTNews?ref=hl
and http://www.facebook.com/TheGodHaters?ref=hl
Follow him on Twitter at https://twitter.com/CSTNews
Visit his blog at http://donboys.cstnews.com/
Would God Really Allow Nephilim Genes On The Ark?

Not a chance in hell! Especially if His goal was to rid the
earth of the nephilim in the first place. Come with me and let me walk you through all of the reasons
why God would never allow nephilim genes on the ark after sending a worldwide flood.
Before we get started, I just want to let you know that I post updates like this on a regular basis, and
you don’t have to miss out. All you have to do to receive updates is click here and put your email
address in the box. If you ever decide that you no longer want to receive updates, you can

unsubscribe at any time by clicking the link at the bottom of every update. Click here to get free
updates.
This post was largely inspired by, As The Days of Noah Were: The Sons of God and The Coming
Apocalypse. If you haven’t read it, it’s definitely a must add to your study library. Now, lets get started.
The Theory Has No Biblical Backing
That’s right, there is nothing in the Bible at all that mentions a female nephilim, females carrying
nephilim genes, or any of Noah’s family being nephilim (we’ll come back to this huge flaw later).
Because the theory cannot be backed with the Bible, those that believe it are forced to go outside of
the Bible and reference scriptures that CONTRADICT the Biblical account of Genesis 6.
Of course, I’m referring to the Book of Jasher. Those that embrace this book, simply because it has
the same name as a book mentioned in the Bible, run into a huge problem when it comes to the
Genesis 6 account. The Bible teaches that it was the sons of God mating with the daughters of men
that leads to the birth of the Nephilim. Jasher says the exact opposite:
“And all the sons of men departed from the ways of the Lord in those days as they multiplied upon the
face of the earth with sons and daughters, and they taught one another their evil practices and they
continued sinning against the Lord. And every man made unto himself a god, and they robbed and
plundered every man his neighbor as well as his relative, and they corrupted the earth, and the earth
was filled with violence. And their judges and rulers went to the daughters of men and took their
wives by force from their husbands according to their choice, and the sons of men in those days
took from the cattle of the earth, the beasts of the field and the fowls of the air, and taught the mixture
of animals of one species with the other, in order therewith to provoke the Lord; and God saw the
whole earth and it was corrupt, for all flesh had corrupted its ways upon earth, all men and all
animals.” – Jasher 4:16-18
Look at the part in bold. It makes no reference to the sons of God, and changes it to judges and
rulers. If you believe in the books of Enoch and Jubilees as historical references to the days of Noah,
then Jasher contradicts them as well. Both of those books claim that it was fallen angels that taught
men the things mentioned in the verse above. Jasher says that it was men that taught men the things
above.
I’ll give you some time to consider the above while we continue on our journey into this strange
theory.
The Twisted Gene Theory
Part of the gene theory links back to the racist Serpent Seed doctrine, which once again puts the
blame on Ham, even though he wasn’t the one cursed by Noah (Canaan was). As we dig into this
theory, we find that those that believe it, often claim that either Ham or Japheth married a female
nephilim. There are several problems here:
 No female hybrids are mentioned in the Bible.
 No records of female hybrids in any culture.
 No Biblical reference to Noah’s son’s wives being anything other than human women.
Let’s play Devil’s Advocate for a moment and assume that all of the above didn’t matter. There is a
more damning bit of evidence that we are going to take a look at.
Do You Believe God Allowed Nephilim Genes On The Ark?


Yes



No


Not Sure
View Results
Disclaimer: This is just a short note to let everyone know that this gene on the ark theory is not my
theory. In fact, I think it is outright false and non-Biblical, since it cannot be shown using the Bible at
all.

The Fatal Flaw
Sometimes there is just something about a theory that makes absolutely no sense when you start
asking the right questions. For example: “Where did the wives of Shem, Ham, and Japheth come
from?” The Bible makes no mention of any of the wives by name, nor does it provide any indication
whatsoever that anyone on the ark was a nephilim.
Those that are in favor of this belief resort to the non-Biblical ASSUMPTION that the gene was
dormant in the wives, therefore they were not nephilim, but carriers of the gene. It’s amazing the
lengths that people will go to in order to get a theory to fit, even though scripture does not support it.
So again, “Where did the wives of Shem, Ham, and Japheth come from?” The only book that I’m
aware of that makes mention of these women is Jasher.
“And thou shalt choose for thy sons three maidens, from the daughters of men, and they shall be
wives to thy sons. And Noah rose up, and he made the ark, in the place where God had commanded
him, and Noah did as God had ordered him. In his five hundred and ninety-fifth year Noah
commenced to make the ark, and he made the ark in five years, as the Lord had commanded. Then
Noah took the three daughters of Eliakim, son of Methuselah, for wives for his sons, as the Lord
had commanded Noah.” – Jasher 5:32-35
Let’s point out quite a few problems here if we are to accept any of the above verses as evidence of a
gene making it on the ark.
 The daughters of men refers specifically to the daughters of Adam in the Bible. That means
human women. If Noah had chosen women that weren’t the daughters of MEN, then he would
have disobeyed a direct command from God.
 According to Jasher, Noah chose his COUSINS as the wives of his sons. The following is a
brief family tree just so you can get a clearer picture of what is going on.
Adam –> Seth –> Enos –> Cainan –> Mahalaleel –> Jared –> Enoch –> Methuselah –> Eliakim –
> Daughters (Noah’s cousins)
 Methuselah didn’t have the nephilim gene, which means his son Eliakim did not have the
nephilim gene.
 If Eliakim didn’t not have the nephilim gene, then his daughters did not have the nephilim gene.
Based on what we know from scripture and history, only men seem to be carriers of the gene, not
women.
Do You Believe Noah's Cousins Were Nephilim?


Yes



No



Not Sure
View Results
If we look at the genealogy we encounter another problem. According to the thoery, NOAH IS
RELATED TO WOMEN THAT CARRY THE NEPHILIM GENE!!! Again, this is not my personal
belief, but this is what happens when you start asking the right questions.
According to the theory, there are only two possible options for a gene making its way onto the ark:
 Somebody in the line of Seth had sex with a fallen angel or a nephilim without the entire family
knowing.
 One of the men married a female nephilim without the entire family knowing.
Neither of those options are supported by scripture, or the Book of Jasher for that matter.

Get My Book Free When You Sign Up For Email Updates
Were the sons of God really fallen angels or just disobedient descendants of Seth, and
did Jesus prophesy their return in the Olivet Discourse? - Enter Your Email Address
Below.

How Did The Women Get The Gene?
Let’s look at this theory again. There are people that believe the nephilim gene made it on the ark
through Ham’s wife specifically. We can clearly see the family tree above. If one of the men from the
line of Seth had a nephilim wife or a child by a nephilim woman, then the rest of the line would be
corrupted, including Noah.
The only way around this is to make the ACCUSATION that Eliakim’s wife had the gene, but neither
the Bible nor Jasher make any reference to his wife being a nephilim at all. In fact, the Bible makes
no mention of Eliakim at all. Once again, there is no support from scripture.
Keep in mind that according to Jasher, these are women that are FAMILIAR to Noah (his cousins),
so it is highly unlikely that any of these women carried a nephilim gene. In fact, Wikipedia has a long
list of demigods and not once is a daughter mentioned until you start getting into references from
comic books, books, and movies. In other words, made up characters.
 Click Here To Read The Wikipedia List of demigods.
So far there is no Biblical, extra-Biblical, or non-Biblical references to females nephilim or female
nephilim gene carriers. So what’s the only recourse at this point for those holding onto this theory?
The only recourse is to make the claim that the goddesses of mythology were really nephilim even
though the historical facts are: THE PAGAN CULTURES MADE A CLEAR DISTINCTION
BETWEEN THE GODS, GODDESSES, AND THEIR HYBRID CHILDREN. Once again, the gene on
the ark theory doesn’t have a leg to stand on.
The Facts About The Gene Theory
I figured I’d bullet point all of the above findings just in case you may have missed some. In order to
accept the theory of the gene on the ark, you MUST also believe the following:
 Noah disobeyed God by choosing non human women for his sons to marry.
 Noah’s cousins were somehow gene carriers, even though there is no documented evidence
of this.
 Noah didn’t know that his own cousins were somehow descended from the Nephilim
 God wiped out the nephilim on the earth only to allow more nephilim on the ark.
 No text supports the idea of female nephilim.
Why Go Through All These Hoops?
The reason people jump through all of these ridiculous hoops is to avoid the fact that more angels
descended after the flood and started taking human women again. Every culture on earth documents
it. As part of this avoidance, more mythology is created out of thin air.
Angels are too scared to try it again.
There is absolutely no evidence of this at all. In fact, the fallen know that they will end up in the Lake
of Fire no matter what they do. This is a completely fabricated excuse created in order to reinforce a
made up theory.
God would not allow angels to do it again.
Once again, there is no scriptural or historical evidence of this. God is all knowing, and He know
exactly what would happen the first time. There is also no Biblical record of God taking away free will
by making it impossible to make personal choices. Again, it’s a completely fabricated excuse created
in order to reinforce a made up theory.
Common Sense: If the point of the flood was to wipe out the nephilim, God could have just told Noah
not to let his sons marry their cousins because they had a nephilim gene. Allowing a dormant gene on

the ark makes wiping out the nephilim absolutely pointless, because it is God that allows them to
escape being wiped out by preserving their genetics. The point of the flood was to preserve HUMAN
GENETICS, not nephilim genetics. Either way, this theory makes God out to be incompetent.
This was just a small taste of what you can expect in the upcoming 2 nd Edition of As The Days of
Noah Were: The Sons of God and The Coming Apocalypse.
Secret Files Reveal Why Aliens Mutilate Cattle
Since the late 1960′s a strange cattle mutilation phenomenon
has been plaguing farmers and ranchers all across the globe.
At first these occurrences were thought to be the heinous acts
of cult groups and predators as claimed by the FBI in 1979,
however with the continued up-kick in cattle mutilations these
theories have gone out the door!
In fact cattle mutilations are back with a vengeance, and the
weirdness is so high that it literally jumps off the charts.
Animals dropped from a height, entire brains missing, no bodily
fluid traces, internal organs removed, and more bizarre
findings. Something is going on, something deeper than we
want to know.
A drug connection to these mutilations may be found inside the "YELLOW BOOK" which says the
main basis for longevity was the capacity of human cells to recuperate. Anyone will grow old when
their cells can't be restored and they start a process of deterioration and die. The secret of longevity is
the restoration of the cells.
This can be done using,
 Altered Adrenalin,
 Alterated Coradrenalin,
 Cordrazyne or Cortropinex, (sometimes use only Formazinye and Hyronalinx, read "The Pulsar
Project" for additional information on these and more drugs).
All of these drugs have a base of Adrenalin, which is produced in the adrenal medulla. During the 60's
scientists discovered that these drugs can be synthesized from the medullary portion of the adrenal
gland of the cattle. They need big quantities in order to synthesize a small portion of the mentioned
drugs above.
The main interest to Aliens, is breeding, with humans of course. They need the cattle’s tissues
because they have the same carron cells as the human being at Genetic levels. They can send
teams and take the material they need, and it doesn’t matter where or how much. If they need it, they
just take it.
http://humansarefree.com/2014/04/secret-files-reveal-why-aliens-mutilate.html#more

Organic Robots
Evidence is beginning to mount that many of the human and animal organs from mutilation victims
are being used by an entirely different 'alien' group than the reptilians-saurians, although the saurians
are apparently assisting in the construction of physical-biological 'forms' which can be 'possessed' by
an insidious group of SPIRIT or SUPERNATURAL non- physical entities, the 'infernals'. The
LEADING EDGE Magazine for March, 1990, quoted one 'inside' source as saying that: "These
beings... have a physical presence & generate biological structures that function as
containers for them... the aliens manufacture containers for themselves... fabricate their own
bodies - using biologicals gained from humans and cattle..."
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/cosmicconflict10.htm

-----Original Message----From: Carolyn
Scott check out this ad that came in my mail today with a Macy's sales flyer. It is for a perfume called
"Alien", with what looks like an angel in a church. Talk about in your face.

10 reasons why aliens are actually fallen
angels/demons

1. Aliens of our time are an exact match to the behavior of the demons and fallen angels mentioned in the
Bible.
2. Aliens never affirm the deity of Christ nor do they claim to come in his name.
3. Aliens change their stories to delude man into believing their lies.
One example of this is that before man had been to outer-space or sent satellites there, the aliens would claim to
be from planets such as Jupiter in our solar system. As time went on and man learned more about our planetsrealizing that no one could live on such a planet of gas-the aliens changed their story. Now they claim to be
from other solar systems and star clusters such as Andromeda and Pleiades etc.
4. Aliens are said to be so advanced, and from so far away, yet they seem to need us for their survival.
There are various accounts of aliens taking tissue samples (for cloning?) and impregnating women, hence the
entities known as Incubus and Succubus.
5. Alien abductions are stopped by invoking the name of Jesus.

6. Aliens bring ideas that man needs to unite worldwide for a new era of conscienceness.
This uniting involves being told to get ready for their leader (Antichrist?) and to forget about one's religion,
which will make way for a one world religion/government.
7. Aliens often times contact "newagers" and occultists.
This is not always the case as there are all walks of life that have been contacted by "aliens". However, it is my
position that these "space brothers" are not too interested in contacting Christians, and for one obvious reason.
8. Aliens are not opposed to human worship and they generally deny their creator-they assume that role
instead.
9. Aliens give man technology but usually these "advancements" are for destruction.
There are "black projects" that governments have in their budget and these projects are usually tied to weapons
of war. Much of the technology for such weaponry is said to come from extraterrestrials. Why don't these aliens
ever give us life saving technology?
10. Aliens often times emit horrible odors, such as sulfur.
Some call it the stench of Hell.
http://planoslie.hubpages.com/hub/10-reasons-why-aliens-are-actually-fallen-angelsdemons

